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Multiple Strengths, Single System...LAN
Expanding Horizons... AM's
strength is our proven ability to respond
to CATV market needs with dependable
status monitoring systems. We can
tailor an efficient monitoring solution
regardless of your system's amplifiers,
power supplies or even its architecture.
Status Monitoring That
Works!...We have perfected the art
of gathering vital data for CATV systems
using virtually any brand of active
equipment -even mixed systems...

monitoring transponders, chances are
we can incorporate what you already
own into one effective, comprehensive
system.

The

PaybaCk...LANguard's amplifier, power supply and special end-ofline monitors take critical signal measurements of every important parameter throughout your system. Our
powerful software interprets and
displays this information in aclear,
easy-to-use form... presenting either a
global view of your system, or just a
small portion of interest.
In doing so,LANguard can save you
money... with fewer outages, reduced
labor costs associated with service
calls, better subscriber retention,
lower maintenance costs, plus
the ad-important improved
customer perception and satisfaction from enhanced service and a
clear picture.

running on COAX and FIBER. Plus, if
you have already invested in other

LANguard also makes compliance to
FCC regulations more manageabfe.
Circle Reader Service No. 1

Invest In Status Monitoring
That Won't Ever Become
Obsolete...with hundreds of
LANguard status monitoring systems
installed throughout the world, we
encourage you to ask our customers how
completely dependable our monitoring
solutions are, regardless of the situation
or system design.
For today's CATV systems, and for the
systems of tomorrow...the watchword is
LANguard. Call 1(800) 248-9004 for
ultimate, single-system status monitoring.

COMMUNICATIONS
We're Keeping Watch!
1900 AM Drive •P.O. Box 9004
Quakertown, PA 18951-9004
Tel: (215) 536-1354

1(800) 248-9004

Fax: (215) 536-1475
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Drop Cable Created For The
Most Valuable Performance

The hallmark of excellence in drop
cable is teamwork, driven by technical
o
achievement! This results in cable worthy
fthe name MVP! Quality drop cable that
performs outstandingly, day in and day out,
under the toughest conditions. MVP Drop
Cable sets new industry standards for all its
competitors to try to meet. This Trilogy challenge
is your gain! Yes, Trilogy technology now brings
you a new quality star in drop cable to meet your
most demanding communication needs.
Nothing escapes Trilogy's advanced approach - from
expert selection of raw materials to rapid delivery of its
finished product.
For the Most Valuable Performance, insist on Trilogy.
The Quality Driven Drop Cable!
Qe14(ity.
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Call or wri:e for free sample and brochure:
Trilogy Communications, Inc., 2910 Highway 80 East, Pearl, Mississippi 39208.
800/874-5649

601/932-4461

COMMUNICATIONS INC
Circle Reader Service No. 2
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Cable and multimedia: a marriage made in heaven?
The fiber-rich CATV network of the future has attracted the
attention of huge technology conglomerates like IBM and US West,
to name just acouple. To what degree will cable be used as an
interactive medium as these firms vie to capture more revenue?
Bob Wells of the Lennox Group gives adetailed analysis of the
multimedia entities struggling to wriggle their way into cable's
pipeline to the home and how cable and the computer industry is
already working jointly.

30

SCTE Cable-Tec Expo wrap-up
This year's Expo in San Antonio served up several "firsts"—the
first time SCTE membership topped 10,000; the first time the
group's top official donned anew title ("chairman of the board,"
instead of "president") and the first time an operator (ATC) won the
prestigious President's Award. CED's Roger Brown, Leslie Ellis
and Gary Kim report on the event with categories including:

40

New product announcements

About the Cover:
What does multimedia mean to

40

Read about the latest product developments, business alliances and
personnel announcements in this enhanced version of the CED Newsday.
New technical standards review
At the Expo, the NCTA debuted the first in aseries of traveling seminars on
the subject of the new technical standards for cable TV. CED's Roger Brown
was there for the eight-hour seminar, and reports his findings here.

cable? Illustration by Don Dudley.

44
DEPARTMENTS

Picture quality workshop
At one of the Expo's hands-on workshops, CableLabs' Brian James and
Pioneer's Rich Annibaldi provided some interesting historical and future
information on picture quality. CED's Leslie Ellis reports their findings.

53

System outages and irate customers
System outages aren't something cable subscribers take kindly to,
according to aseries of surveys recounted by CableLabs' Scott Bachman
and Robert Moel of Viacom Cable. CED's Leslie Ellis was there and reports
on the workshop gathering.

55

Awards, awards and more awards
Ron Hranac regained the helm of the SCTE, ATC's Ron Wolfe took top
honors as SCTE Member of the Year and ATC was given the President's
Award. Several other worthy members were honored as well. CED Editor
Roger Brown fills you in.
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Fiber to the serving area: Upgrading to 550 MHz
The FSA architecture is just fine for operators who plan to rebuild
their old systems, but what if you just need an upgrade? ScientificAtlanta's Gregary Hardy submits for your approval aconcept
known as FSA Variable FITT for Forward Intermediate
Terminating Trunk. The concept is explained in detail by Hardy,
who notes that most of the conversion can be done after prime time
without hardly anyone knowing you were there.

59
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With the development of the first truly intelligent
headend comes anew era of cable subscriber

High reliability and ease of operation: Intelligent
solutions from NEXUS Advanced Cable Systems.

satisfaction. The Series 2000 Intelligent HeadendTM

For detailed information call 1-800-563-5557 or

monitors key input and output functions and

fax 604-420-5941.

automatically switches to backup units in the event of
I/O failure. The same functions can be monitored and
controlled remotely, making the Series 2000 headend
uniquely reliable and easy to operate. Circle Reader Service

7725 Lougheed Highway,
Burnaby, BC V5A 4V8
Tel.: (604) 420-5322
No. 3 Fax: (604) 420-5941

NEXUS

Advanced Cable Systems
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Our fiber lets you deliver
CNN, HBO and MTV ASAP.
When your technicians are under pressure to restore service, the one
Stipg they don't need is afiber that's difficult to work with.
ie
ceji.
They need afiber that will help them get the job done as quickly and
\tffi éntly as possible. The fiber that fits that description: Corning- fiber.
It's easy to work with and splice because of its excellent geometry, and
&cause it's consistent—reel after reel, year after year. And it's consistent
because we're very, very nit-picky So much so that, during manufacturing
Ntfor example, we measure our fiber diameter 500 times per second to
,ge4k, within afraction of amicron. (You don't get more nit-picky than that)
' What's more, we're constantly looking for new ways to improve our
fiber. We twist, bend, snap and otherwise torture fiber, testing it in our
harsh environments so it'll measure up in yours.
We'd also like to help technicians by helping them share
what they've learned about handling fiber. If you or any of
your people would like to let us know of an unusual or
especially tough fiber-handling challenge (and its solution,
if you have one), we'll spread the word.
Make your people's jobs easier by making sure they
work with Corning fiber. The fiber designed to be as
hassle-free as possible—no matter how tough the job might be.
For more information (or to share your real-life fiber experiences)
write to Corning Incorporated, 'Opto-Electronics Group, MP-R0-03,
Corning, N.Y. 14831, or call (800) 525-2524, extension 501.
Corning. Fiber you can count on.

CORNING
Circle Reader Service No. 4
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The PCS game: Everyone wants to play

Publisher

Cable operators who have looked at the explosion of interest in personal communications services (PCS) as an ideal entre into the telephone business/had
better think again if they think they can simply wait for agreen light frorfi the
FCC to proceed.
Judging from the discussions during the Third Annual Worldwide Personal
Communications ComForum, organized by the National Engineering
Consortium, traditional telephone companies and cellular operators are already
headed toward serving microcells in the hopes of capitalizing on amarket that
seems ready to emerge in spite of the FCC's glacial pace of decision-making on
licensing and spectrum issues.
The two-day event, held last month in
Chicago, was dominated by cellular
operators who laid out long-term plans
for the market. They were complemented by marketing consultants who predicted phenomenal interest and growth
in that market.
For example, Cliff Bean of A.D. Little
predicted there would be 50 million to
60 million new users of PCS by 2002
over and above the present cellular customers. Telephone companies can play
in the game, Bean said, several ways:
local loop and long distance transport;
subscriber location and tracking; multicarrier network management; multiple
provider service billing and revenue
sharing; and on-demand service provisioning for multiple grades of service.
It should come as no surprise that
those services are some of the options
cable operators are looking at also.
However, PCS provision won't be
inexpensive. A.D. Little says $20 billion to $30 billion will be needed to support a
PCS network over the next 10 years. It's not surprising, then, that Little says
one of the keys to success in PCS provisioning is capital acquisition (along with
license procurement and spectrum allocation, and distribution and pricing).
It's the economics of the situation that may play into the hands of cable operators who are looking to enhance revenues. Bean said his study shows that the
fourth key to success in PCS is forging proper and prudent alliances and partnerships.
Given such information, it's not far-fetched to see the day when cable companies and telcos are closely aligned (at least in some markets) to make PCS areality. Cable systems don't have the expertise to be telcos, but they could ease the
financial burden to turn telcos into PCS providers.
The key here is that PCS isn't just going to fall into cable operators' laps. It's
going to take akeen vision of what you want your network to do when it grows
up. And another thing: technology is moving so fast that I'd say if you're not out
there actively testing your system to determine if PCS will pass through your
network, it's probably already too late to start.
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The tight was called in Round 5
because of snow.
Right now, your
subscriber doesn't
care if it's after dark
and 5° below.
Neither should your
test equipment.
Keeping subscribers happy means
keeping cable on the air.
Day or night. Weather not withstanding.
From Albuquerque to Oslo.
That's why you need test equipment
that's built for efficiency around the clock,
365 days ayear, anytime, anyplace.
That's the new SAM 1500 signal
analysis meter.
Now with lighted displays for easy reading day or night. Plus abuilt-in calibrator
for added accuracy and reliability,
whatever the working environment.
Plus custom channel plan programming
for international applications, and
enhanced internal electronics that send
other meters down for the count.
Whether you're buying new or buying
to replace, buy right. Ask your sales
representative for the SAM 1500.
Or call Wavetek at 1-800-622-5515.

SAM 1500 Foradded reliability and convenience,
the new SAM 1500 signal analysis meterfeatures
lighted displays anda built -in calibrator.

WAN.fel-K

©1992Wavetek
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TVs, computers don't have to
converge, say ICCE panelists
Despite several highly publicized
predictions taking the opposite viewpoint, the future of television is not
inextricably linked to the personal
computer, according to several executives of television manufacturing
firms. Instead, the computer and television industries will "fan out" and
eventually crossover in some areas,
argued Vito Brugliera, vice president
of marketing for Zenith Electronics.
The comments were made during
an evening panel discussion, titled
"TV—Where is it going?" held during
the annual International Conference
on Consumer Electronics in Chicago
last month.
Television is clearly going digital,
according to Joe Donahue, director of
HDTV for Thomson Consumer
Electronics. "I think digital is great. It
will change our business and our
lives," he predicted. Computers and
TVs will be similar, but will continue
to serve different functions, Donahue
said. For example, television will
rapidly adopt big-screen formats with
wide aspect ratio, while computers
will be dominated by small screens
with high resolution.
A similar theme was sounded by
Craig Tanner, VP of advanced television projects at Cable Television
Laboratories, who postulated that
television will continue to be an entertainment medium and PCs will be
used for information delivery.
The audience of consumer electronics engineers seemed incredulous following the presentatiohs: "I'm disappointed because what I'm hearing is
that we'll have more of the same,"
said one attendee. "Are we in the
information management business or
the entertainment business? What
about (developments like) optical storage? Won't we pass information back
and forth over the TV?"
"Your conclusions are wrong,"
replied Donahue, who said that nothing will preclude manufacturers from
taking advantage of developing technology, but the consumer will have to
demand those capabilities before
manufacturers will incorporate them.
Tanner agreed with Donahue's comments and questioned the need to
build everything into a television.
"The (television and computer) products are on two different timelines;
don't confuse their uses," cautioned

Tanner.
The conclusions are in stark contrast to several published prognostications of afuture ruled by multimedia
workstations that display moving
video, data and seemingly do everything except answer the door. That
day will come only when the
American public becomes comfortable
with data delivery and interactive
television and demands (pays for) it,
said the panelists.
The remainder of the conference
was notable because of the attention
paid to ghost cancellation methods
and systems. During the event,
Philips Electronics and the David
Sarnoff Research Center/Thomson
Consumer Electronics issued a press
release stating that their two systems
would be merged to provide broadcasters and cable operators with a
cost-effective method of canceling
ghosts.
In addition, a paper was delivered
at the conference by NHK that outlined a ghost canceling synchronous
TV modulator that has been made
inexpensive enough that it could be
adopted by CATV and MATV systems,
say the NHK researchers.
The unit demodulates the signal to
baseband, separates the audio and
video. The video is processed with the
ghost canceling GCR signal, re-combined with the audio at IF and upconverted to RF. The unit cancels ghosts
on a single channel and co-channel
beats are eliminated through the use
of phase locking.

June big month
for compression
Historians might look back on June
1992 as the watershed month for compressed digital entertainmea video.
On June 2, General Instrument and
Mexico programmers Multivision
announced
a deal
that has
Multivision purchasing and implementing GI compression and decompression hardware for satellite delivery of entertainment to Mexican cable
systems and backyard receive dishes.
Multivision plans to initially transmit six channels of video over each of
two transponders this fall. The com-
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pany has future plans to deliver as
many as 10 channels over each
transponder. Multivision executives
said the service plans to implement
the hardware this autumn.
Meanwhile, Cable Television
Laboratories announced that its digital compression delivery process has
advanced to the contract stage.
Terming the request for proposal
(RFP) process a"resounding success,"
CableLabs President and CEO Dr.
Richard Green said testing of systems
will begin in the next few weeks and
equipment acquisition will occur in
late 1992 or early 1993.
Green said the RFP process
achieved two key goals: the acceleration of digital compression usage to
deliver NTSC to the home; and facilitation of cross-licensing and interoperability of the technology for eventual use in the home.
CableLabs was joined in the RFP
process by Tele-Communications Inc.,
Viacom Networks and Public
Broadcasting Service. Companies
responding to the RFP include:
AT&T/ComStream/News Datacom;
C.Itoh & Co.; Digital Television
Consortium (Oak, Leitch Video and CCube
Microsystems;
General
Instrument; Macrovision; Philips
Broadband and Hughes; ScientificAtlanta/Zenith; Thomson Consumer
Electronics; and Toshiba.
In a separate announcement, Vyvx
has issued its own RFP for equipment
to transmit television signals over a
fiber network at 6 megabits per second (Mbps). Vyvx operates one of the
four nationwide fiber networks and
presently carries broadcast-quality
TV signals at the DS-3 rate (45 Mbps)
for broadcasters and cable programmers.
As in satellite transmissions, compression promises to significantly
lower the cost of sending signals over
the fiber network because more signals could be sent on one DS-3 carrier. Vyvx is searching for asystem that
can multiplex and distribute signals
on amultipoint-to-multipoint basis.

Zenith sends
HDTV 75 miles
Late-night viewers of PBS station
WMVT channel 36 in Milwaukee
received a glimpse of the future (or
could have, if they'd had an HDTV

Why shuttle back and forth each day
when you can get to work in an instant?

Th es

30 seconds here...40 seconds there...
it all adds up to alot of time wasted
everyday rolling from one place to
another on video tape.
With virtually instant access, our
LQ-4000 optical disc recorder is amore
intelligent way to work.
Like tape, it's fully rewriteable. But the resemblance
ends there. The LQ-4000 stores 54,000 still images or afull
30 minutes of motion pictures on slim, durable 12-inch discs.
So you can scan the contents in either direction at 16 different
speeds, access any frame in under asecond, display images
at component-quality 400-line plus resolution, and easily
integrate them into your applications, using available drivers
for over adozen major software packages like MacroMind
Director, Icon Author, Hypercard, Windows, Tencore and
Authorware.*
Modular interfacing is another plus. You specify one
interface, get the other as an option. And you can then easily
switch between RS-422A for your SMPTE-based edit controllers,
and RS-232C for desktop animation and presentations.
All of which makes the LQ-4000 perfect as the heart of
systems for everything from cable TV stations and broadcast
production to image banks in schools and industries, to
retail video catalogues, public relations presentations and

t
est (lit
a
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employee education. Anywhere, in fact, where fast access
and unlimited repeatability are needed.
If you're looking for away to cut your travel time, call
for information on our LQ-4000 Erasable Videodisc Recorder:
1-800-742-8086.
*MacroMind Director, Persuasion, Hypercanl, Windows »wore and Autborware are
trademarks ofMacmMind, Inc., Aldus Corporation, Apple Computer, Inc., Microsoft,
Inc ,Computer leaching Corporation, and Autborware, Inc., respectively.
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COLOR BURSTS
radio telephone signals to a central
receiver) recently when Zenith and
location. This allows smaller and less
AT&T broadcast digital HDTV overexpensive cell sites to be constructed,
the-air from the station's transmitter
presumably resulting in a less costly
75 miles south to Zenith's headquarnetwork.
ters in suburban Chicago.
During the tests, Cox utilized
The late-night field test of Digital
Broadband CDMA wireless telephone
Spectrum Compatible HDTV was the
equipment
supplied
by
SCS
first terrestrial broadcast of digital
Mobilecom that operated in the 1850
TV using low power over long distances. The system used less than
MHz to 1990 MHz frequency range.
Test results showed smooth, flawone-tenth the power used to transmit
less handoffs in which no data or voice
a full-power analog signal and yet
provided pictures free of noise, ghosts
conversations were lost. In addition,
the cable network was shown to have
and snow, according to Zenith offia "high level of integrity" for data
cials.
Significantly, Zenith also
Zenith /AT&T HDTV Test
showed its ability to avoid
Co-channel relationship
co-channel interference.
WMVT
Signals from a low-power
Ch. 36
Milwaukee X
analog TV station in nearby
Palatine, Ill., which also
broadcasts on channel 36,
were effectively rejected by a
filter used in the system.
The field test used program materials derived from
a variety of sources: HDTV
studio cameras, still images,
75 miles
60- and 24-frame-per-second
film images, multimedia
computer images and fastmotion sports. Segments produced in both the 1125/60
interlaced HDTV format and
Noise limited
contour DSC-HDTV
525-line interlaced NTSC
format were included to test
interoperability.
Those
images were upconverted to
the Zenith progressive-scan
format.

1

Cox
completes
PCS test phase
On the heels of making history by
placing the first PCS call over an
American cable plant, Cox Cable San
Diego demonstrated the "centralized
modulation" concept during its second
phase of testing personal communications services.
The much-publicized call to the
FCC back in February was the high
point of Cox's first phase of testing.
However, more sophisticated tests
were conducted in March, including
signal "handoffs" between microcell
sites, reliability and propagation
tests, and central modulation.
This latter concept moves the complex electronics used to modulate

delivery. Cox was granted an experimental license to test PCS concepts in
San Diego and New York City by the
FCC in February 1991.

NTIA issues NOI
on spectrum plan
The National Telecommunications
and Information Administration's
(NTIA) office of spectrum management has established anew Spectrum
Planning Program to help plan the
efficient and effective use of the radio
spectrum for the next five to 15 years,
it was announced last month. The
first major initiative of the new program is the issuance of a notice of
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11.
inquiry to learn more about the future
spectrum requirements of both users
and manufacturers.
In announcing the program,
Thomas Sugrue, acting assistant secretary for communications and information, said: "The best way to conduct future spectrum planning is to
collect information and technical data
from the radio equipment industry
and as many spectrum users as possible to determine their needs."
Sugrue appointed Russell Slye, former head of a spectrum planning
advisory committee reporting to the
NTIA, as manager of the
spectrum planning program.
All spectrum users and
equipment manufacturers
are encouraged to respond to
the NOT. Copies of the notice
can be reviewed in the
Federal Register published
June 12 and may be obtained
by calling the NTIA at (202)
377-1164.

Jottings
The National Engineering
Consortium
has
announced its plans for a
new National Communications Forum, set for October
12-14 at the Hyatt Regency
O'Hare in Chicago. The new
format calls for coverage of
the hottest topics in communications through more than
40 full-day, three-seminar
tracks. Topics of interest to
cable operators will include:
Fiber in the Loop, Personal
Communications,
Broadband,
Competition in the Local Loop,
Emerging Lightwave Technologies
and Information Services. For registration information, call NEC at (312)
938-3500
. . . Sammons
Communications plans to overhaul
its 650-mile Waterbury, Conn. cable
system with fiber optics. But what's
newsworthy is that the system plans
to use Jerrold Communications hardware to test video on demand to the
44,000 subscribers it serves ...
Meanwhile, Continental Cable of
Fresno has purchased the first Jerrold
"SuperStarfire" high-powered DFB
laser. According to Paul Gibson, district engineer and plant manager, he
was swayed by the high power and
the fact the device is aDFB. CED
Compiled by Roger Brown
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Here is why Wegener's Model 2901 is a'World Series Contender'
•Includes VideoCipher Il Plus
Commercial Descrambler
•Automatically Tunes your existing
remote control receiver to the correct
transponder
•Automatically selects the proper
satellite feed (up to 6 inputs)
•Low Profile -only 1-3/4" rack space
•Front panel controls for easy video
and audio adjustments.

•Available factory direct or through
quality distributors including:
Anixter Cable TV
Mega Hertz
Midwest CATV
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The face ol cable
in Europe
The world is astrange and mysterious place, and with the adoption of
cable television in most parts of it, it
gets more interesting by the day. At
the most recent annual meeting of the
International Alliance for Distribution
by Cable (A.I.D.), which was held in
the recently reunited city of Berlin, I
heard some truly amazing stories
from the delegates who represent the
cable industry in various European
countries.
The conference itself is quite interesting, because one of the things that
gets discussed is the current state of
affairs of each of the countries
involved in A.I.D. This includes not
just western European countries, but
some former Eastern-bloc countries as
well. The meeting serves to bring all
of these operators and their association representatives together to discuss common problems and (hopefully) solutions to operating issues. And,
of course, it allows for a healthy
exchange of ideas.
Background
As a little background, the first
thing you should understand is that
there are acouple of issues that make
the European situation somewhat different from what we see in North
America. For instance, there is aragins' battle in Euro e about whether
By Wendell Bailey, Vice President
Science and Technology, NCTA

Another story that was equally
interesting as well as somewhat
uplifting was related by the delegate
from Israel. It would seem that cable
television has taken off in that country in recent years.
As one might expect, there is alimited amount of over-the-air television
to be carried on those cable systems.
There are a couple of television networks in Israel itself, but, for obvious
reasons, they don't carry that many of
the Arab broadcast networks in the
surrounding area (although they do
carry some). The feeling there, no
doubt, is that they should not have to
distribute messages from those who
wish them ill.
Deciding, therefore, that they needed additional programming that
would be of interest to their subscribers, the cable industry there
decided to produce its own programming—and set about to produce four
programs which it would then launch
by satellite to be picked up by cable
systems in the country.
The government looking at this programming effort decided that it
amounted to a violation of rules conAnd we thought we had it bad
cerning cartels. Naturally, they held
deliberations and discussions on how
As Ilistened to each of the delegates speak about their situations, I to legally to deal with this entity.
Now, if this were a country that
hear some very interesting stories.
looked at its laws on anti-trust and
One strange case, for instance,
occurred or is occurring in a monopolies without any corresponding look at what actually was being
Scandinavian country where a new
done and accomplished, the story
terrestrial broadcaster is just being
might end here with disillusionment
launched. As part of the government's
of the group that was producing the
package for launching this broadcastfour programs.
er, they decided to carry the signal on
a satellite as well as by terrestrial
Interesting solution
broadcasting.
So far, this doesn't sound too
Instead, the government decided
unusual to us. In the country under
that the correct answer was to
discussion, the broadcaster would be
demand that they include two addientitled to must-carry status just like
tional channels in their efforts—one
the old U.S.A. rule. In this particular
on folklore and one for children. Now
case, however, the government has
while this imposed an additional
decided to take must-carry to a new
financial burden on the cable operalevel of meaning.
tors, it did add programming for the
The government has decreed that
systems.
the cable operators in that country
As for how the operators felt, they
must receive the television broadcast
and the programmers say "well, they
signal off the satellite and deliver it to
didn't break us up and while they
homes in their cable community, even
asked us to do more, we will do it
if they are not connected to the cable
because that way we are able to serve
service. In other words, the cable
our investors and serve our suboperator is being asked to be the
scribers well."
antenna service for homes that do not
This type of attitude on the part of
subscribe to cable. Needless to say,
the operators is what we all need to
this particular bit of bureaucratic wizhave if we are able to help ourselves
ardry is under appeal in that country
while we help the cable television
and we'll just have to wait to hear
business move forward. CED
how that comes out.

cable programmers should receive
compensation from the cable operator,
or whether the cable operator should
receive compensation from the cable
programmer.
The various cable operators and
cable programmers in Europe are passionate about their various points of
view on this one subject. The operators believe that the programmers
should be compensated by advertising
revenues and not by subscriber fees.
The programmers, naturally, believe
that their programs have value in and
of themselves and that the cable systems should pay them for the product.
The situation in North America is
noticed and referenced with passion
by the programmers—and viewed as
somewhat quirky by the operators.
One of the other issues discussed by
each and every delegate is one of
copyright fees for programs. How
much and who gets what part of the
payment? (Sound familiar?) It sees
that copyright difficulties bedevil
everyone in the media business, not
just those of us in North America.
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Optical Network

The following highlights are from
Cptical Networks International's
quarterly newsletter.

News
III Suburban Cablevision activates YAGLink
April 30, 1992 marked the second YAGLink activation at Suburban Cablevision's East Orange, New Jersey
system. The Harmonic Lightwaves' transmitter feeds two hub sites, each at 12 dB optical loss, with
performance specifications of 54 dB C/N and 69 dB CSO/CTB, says Bob Ritchie, Vice President of
Engineering for Suburban Cablevision.
(See related story in the Summer issue of ONN.)

• New addition gives operators flexibility
ONIS newest addition to the RESTORPAIC restoration line incorporates AT&T's UCB1 enclosure. The
RESTOR-C-PAIC gives operators added flexibility during an emergency restoration by enabling atechnician
to secure and protect the restored splice in the field until apermanent fix can be completed. The UCB1
enclosure also gives the option to make the restoration apermanent fixture.
(For more information, contact amember of the TM&R group at 1-800-FIBER-ME.)

• Supervising the cable network
As cable networks increase in complexity, so too does the need for network surveillance. The Harmonic
Lightwaves' SMS 5000 Network Management System, used in conjunction with the YAGLink system,
provides amethod of detecting network problems, displaying the status on aPC, and storing appropriate
data—without operator intervention.
(To obtain literature on the SMS 5000 System, call 1-800-FIBER-ME.)

• Mark your calendars
UNI is offering its Digital Networks Training Course during the weeks of July 20-24 and August 24-28, 1992.
Held at ONI's Denver Training Center, the course covers digital basics, multiplexing methods, network
architectures, telephony applications and digital equipment.
(Far more information, contact amember of the TM&R group at 1-800-FIBER-ME.)
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SPOTLIGHT

Pete Smith

Full-throttle
ahead
Pete Smith, the affable director of
engineering for Rifkin & Associates,
had a terrific birthday this year. He
spent it on a racetrack in Speedway,
Indiana.
No, not the racetrack, and not in a
real Indy car, but something like it,
anyway. Instead of driving a racing
machine flat out at 220 m.p.h., the
car Smith zipped around in could only
hit apaltry 120 m.p.h. at top speed.
Smith doesn't really look like the
motorhead type. He's astute and articulate, probably a reflection of the
years he spent in private schooling in
his hometown of Columbus, Ohio. His
engineering prowess comes in part
from Franklin University, where he
earned a double-E degree in the mid1970s.
In fact, conjuring up a mental
image of this consummate gentleman
tooling around in asouped-down Indy
car isn't at all easy. But, he says with
a ready grin, racing in a pseudo-Indy
car on his birthday was "a lifetime
dream come true."
Goal: Cable as service model
Some of his other dreams are less
exotic—like his goal to make cable television aleader in customer service. "If
Ihad a dream for cable five to 10
years from now, Iwould like (cable) to
be held up as the model for customer

service...that we're the folks everyone
else looks to and says, 'if we could
only be as good in customer service as
the cable industry is.' That would be
ideal," Smith muses.
In fact, Smith says the very issue of
customer service has been his greatest challenge in engineering during
his 20 years in the cable business. To
that end, he's implemented a policy
that pays Rifkin's installers on apiece
rate instead of hourly wages.
"It used to be, at 4:30 in the afternoon, we were lucky if we could even
find someone to go out on an install.
Now, our people are almost waiting in
line for assignments. It's really
worked out well.
"Service is especially important
now," Smith explains, "because what
we're embarking on now is new and
different things like compression,
HDTV, you name it. The question is
whether or not the customers are willing to buy it. That's the key. If we
make these things difficult for our
customers to use, we're going to have
abig problem."
Cable's paycheck was bigger
Smith got his feet wet in cable two
decades ago, when he left a campus
broadcasting job at Ohio State
University to join ATC's Columbus
system. "I'm probably the only person
in cable who actually joined the industry because the pay was better,"
Smith laughs.
With ATC, Smith hopped around
the country in a variety of positions.
In Portland, Maine, he worked as a
chief technician; then to Albany, N.Y.
as a regional engineer; then his final
move in 1979 to Denver (where he
lives today) as aproject manager.
Then, when ATC went through its
divisionalization in 1984, Smith
moved to the company's National
Division as VP of engineering.
That's when he got a call from
Monty Rifkin, whom he had worked
with at ATC years before. As Smith
puts it, "he had an opportunity for me
that was too good to pass up. So Ididn't."
At that time, in 1985, Rifkin had
roughly 30,000 subscribers, Smith
says. Now, they have "about 320,000."
"Most of our systems are what Icall
'middle of America.' Middle-sized systems in middle-sized towns."
The move to Rifkin marked amajor
change in Smith's engineering career.
"Up until then, at ATC, Ihad been
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doing only newbuilds. When you do
newbuild of cable systems, it's kind of
like starting with a clean blackboard
and being able to draw in anything
that you need or want, to a certain
extent.
"But when you buy systems, you get
what you bought. You have to make
do with what you have," Smith says.
"It's a lot more difficult, because you
have to be alot more creative in terms
of rebuilding and improving those systems."
One man show
Interestingly, Smith says he is the
engineering department at the
Denver-based MSO. "I'm safety director, director of purchasing, VP of engineering and anything else anybody
wants me to be," Smith laughs.
Although he admits preferring the
variety of his workload, he says
there's areason for it—and once again,
it has to do with his genuine concern
for Rifkin's customers. "It just makes
sense to have our engineering people
closer to our customers," Smith
explains.
Technical standards
And, Smith says, over the next few
years the FCC's new technical standards will start to make sense for customers, too. Although he says his systems are not very much affected—he's
mandated specifications equal to or
higher than the FCC specs for the last
few years—Smith thinks the new standards may be another "blessing in disguise," somewhat like CLI.
"Like anything else, the first year
will be tough," Smith says of the standards. "It will require more work,
obviously, in some systems, to bring
them up. But Ithink five years from
now, the standards will be just aroutine part of the business."
Smith's upbeat attitude toward the
standards carries over to his personal
life, as well. When not at Rifkin, he's
at home relaxing with his high-school
sweetheart wife, Nina, to whom he's
been married for 24 years. They have
two children—Jeff, age 20 and
Rachel, age 16. Their hobbies include
skiing, running, scuba-diving, photography—and, of course, auto racing.
"I still have ahuge adrenaline rush
going on," Smith said of his recent
birthday excursion. "I think I'll just
have to do it again." CED
By Leslie Ellis
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Network telemetry
and control
Not long ago, Ihad the opportunity
to visit the AT&T International
Network Operations Center in New
Jersey. This facility is tasked with
monitoring AT&T's long distance circuits, analyzing potential problems,
and re-routing information in the
event of catastrophic failure of any
portion of the network.
The operations center consists of a
wall, four stories tall, of video displays
detailing the status of every portion of
the network—including a real-time
display of the number of long-distance
calls processed over the last 24 hours,
as well as the number of calls that
were unable to be completed (blocked)
due to network overload, and agraphical display of precisely where that
call was blocked (I'd like to have seen
the map last Mother's Day!).
Telemetry defined
Idefine network telemetry and control as the ability to remotely monitor,
measure and control the performance
and configuration of our networks,
assets and personnel for the purpose
of improving efficiencies, increasing
reliability and improving customer
service. It's quite a lofty definition,
but it has definitely become a reality
for us today.
You might recall the early partial
By Chris Bowick, Group Vice
President of Technology, Jones
Intercable

entre into this arena in the mid-1980s
with what was called "status monitoring." But this early passive monitoring failed to catch on for several reasons. In the beginning, there was no
clear definition of purpose. The industry, at the time, was still growing at
an extremely rapid rate and the possibility of improved efficiencies was the
least of its worries.
In addition, at the time, there were
no clear industry drivers pointing
toward the need for these new status
monitoring capabilities. Status monitoring equipment that was deployed
early-on actually had the perception
that it was less reliable than the
devices that were being monitored. In
addition, monitoring devices within
the amplifiers were only asmall piece
of the overall puzzle. There was no
real vision for the integration of this
monitoring capability with the rest of
the "big picture."
What drives the need?
In short, the status monitoring of
the early 1980s was "before its time."
But things have changed! Today,
there are many new industry drivers
leading us in this new direction. The
potential of new, non-entertainment
revenue sources such as alternate
access, PCN/PCS, two-way interactivity, and multimedia for personal, business and educational use all point
toward the need.
As we continue the move forward
with the carriage of data for business
usage, the ever present threat of liability for loss of that data becomes
very real.
Other new potential on-demand
revenue sources that will be enabled
by digital compression will also clearly require improved network monitoring and control. Video-on-demand and
education on demand, as well as
demographic segmentation for marketing and digital ad insertion are
examples.
Current and future competition is
also avery clear driver. MMDS, telco,
DBS and MLDS (Multichannel Local
Distribution Service) could all potentially claim to have better reliability
in their networks just based on statistical modeling; comparing the number
of active devices or potential failure
points in their networks vs. the number of active devices we have!
We also now have a much clearer
vision for integration of various
NT&C technologies. Many manufac-
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turers and MS0s, for example, are
working together to integrate their
customer database and their MIS
infrastructure with their digitized
system maps, thus providing the operator with the capability of not only
pinpointing the source of any outage,
but also the capability of identifying
each and every customer affected by
the outage.
In addition, most manufacturers
are now providing the capability of
monitoring key information within
individual pieces of equipment (headend and plant), allowing the operator
to actively identify potential problem
areas, and to re-route signals via an
alternate path if necessary, even
before the customer ever detects a
problem with service.
So, what does all of this point to? As
we look to the future, we as an industry must take a more pro-active
stance on network reliability than we
ever have. If we want to be in the
telecommunications business, we can
no longer rely on our customers to be
our network monitors. As we begin to
carry data and other telecommunications traffic, we must be able to identify potential outages—before an outage actually occurs, and before any
customers are affected.
In order to accomplish this task,
we'll need the capability of extensively
monitoring our network and assets,
the capability of re-routing traffic
immediately and automatically in the
event of catastrophic failure of the
network, or on-demand from acontrol
facility in the event of "soft-failure" of
the network.
Integration to infrastructure
Lastly, we need to focus on the integration or marriage of our MIS infrastructure and the various NT&C
enabling technologies such that they
can all play together and not require
separate hardware and software platforms that are unable to talk to each
other. This includes such technologies
as mobile data terminals in our service vehicles, network monitoring and
control, headend monitoring and control, automated leakage monitoring,
end-of-line monitoring and GPS vehicle location. These technologies must
be integrated into our telecommunications networks with a logical migration strategy to take us from where
we are today to where we need to be
in the future, without fear of obsolescence. CED
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FIBERLINE
Future communication business requirements should be considered even
when installing asingle cable to meet a
specific point-to-point requirement.
Physical wiring

Cable plant
design for
Metropolitan Area
Networks
The technology advancements in the
cable television industry and the deployment of fiber optics as atransport
medium have resulted in the movement
toward providing alternate services in
addition to traditional video broadcast.
These alternate services are in highest
demand in densely populated regions.
Designers must consider the architectures required to provide currently envisioned as well as future services in
the metropalitrui areas.
Networks deployed in the metropolitan area are subjected to adynamic environment in which equipment must be
able to survive and operate with ahigh
degree of flexibility. The majority of the
environment is typically outside plant
which is exposed to avariety of climatic extremes. Equipment may be sheltered using burial or vault techniques,
or be subjected to direct exposure in
aerial installations.
Typically, system distances exceed
what is often considered to be the Local
Area Network (LAN) envelope of one
mile and may extend out to 10 miles or
more. The primary consideration in designing a fiber optic wiring layout is
the inter-connectivity of the nodes and
physical constraints of the cable run.
By Marvin D. Ashby, Senior
Applications Engineer, Siecor
Corporation
22

The favored physical architecture to
be used in LANs is the star configuration, widely used because of its flexibility in supporting all logical topologies.
The system provides for graceful, nondisruptive growth and is modular in
nature. The physical star topology is
economical from a cable and link-loss
standpoint in a local network due to
limited lengths.
Routing of the metropolitan area network differs from the campus or new
building structure, but still has similarities with cable television architectures in that it is usually confined to existing utility paths or limited private
rights-of-way. The system designer typically works within tight constraints
and must adapt the system to physi-

communication systems during facility
layout periods. These physical limitations, as well as the distances covered by
the network, typically result in point-topoint or ring physical wiring schemes.
Usually, a group of buildings are
wired in aring configuration and then
the rings are tied together (see Figure 1).
The logical topology favors astar configuration.
Because of the placement of system
wiring, the cost of installation and the
critical nature of data often transmitted,
a high degree of system reliability is
required. The metropolitan network, by
the nature of its requirement for longhaul telecommunication systems, is designed to last on the order of 25 years or
more. This exceeds the design life often
targeted for the indoor environment of
10 to 15 years.
Cable requirements
The environment defined by the
metropolitan network requires the use

Current architecture with interactive nodes

Future select for
'
regional headend
for centralized control =

— Interactive node
or fiber hub

Future ring migration
Figure 1

cally configure with existing facilities.
Economics of the system installation
often drive the system designer to use a
combination of existing and new cable
routings.
It is rare that the designer has the opportunity to provide input for future
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of acable designed for outdoor applications. The cable must be able to withstand changes in temperature on the
order of -40 degrees C to +70 degrees C
for aerial installations without adversely
affecting the integrity of the transmitted
signal. It must be rugged to withstand
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FIBERLINE
the forces experienced during installation as well as those that may be encountered during its service life. When
distances greater than 10 kilometers
are encountered, the use of single-mode
fiber is required because of its low loss
characteristics,
The use of multimode is limited to
the campus environment due to its intrinsically higher loss characteristics
and its information transmission capacity limitations. Longer, single-mode
transmission systems typically are laserbased configurations supporting transmission rates of 1.7 Gbps (gigabits per
second) and beyond with narrow spectral widths, while multimode systems
are able to be LED-driven with data
streams typically not exceeding 500
MHz.

A clear understanding of the parameters to specify for the network's optical
fiber is important to ensure that the
finished system meets the requirements
of the current users as well as those
that may be added in the future. Sometimes the transmission equipment manufacturers have already specified the
type of fiber to be used with their apparatus, based on system lengths as
well as the type and rate of information
to be transmitted.

Fiber
However, most of the time this is not
the case, as when fiber selection is made
prior to that of active components, existing available fibers must be used, or
when designing for future upgrades for

which active components are not readuy available.
Systems of short length, on the order of 5kilometers or less, and employing the use of LED transmission devices, will almost always use multimode
fiber for the transmission media. The
cost of multimode systems is typically
less than that of single-mode systems
because of the LED sources. Several
major factors play arole in the selection
of multimode fiber for the LED-based
system: operational wavelength, transmission distance and required information capacity.
Knowledge of the longest end-to-end
link in the system is required to specify the attenuation grade of fiber to support transmission, along with the number of splices or connectors anticipated

Migration to interconnected ring architecture
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track targets, control traffic and land his

supertrunked CATV signals, especially in

aircraft in zero-zero weather.

excess of 25 miles. That's because it has

But most important, they transport pic-

one-to-eighty channel capacity, 4 dB

tures, sounds and coded information—

more power than our HIBT-118 and

across town, over land and water, and out

equals a single output of traditional chan-

to the far reaches of space and back.

nelized high power AML—all in a single

Microwave technology has been one of
our major pursuits for more than 50 years.

6-foot rack.
Model AML-SIBT-121 Su-

Hughes' Sales Financing Plan allows

So, it's only natural we'd apply our ex-

per High Power Indoor

system operators to pay for Hughes AML

pertise to the task of transporting CATV

Broadband Transmitter
features higher power for

equipment through installment payments.

signals efficiently between headends and
distant hubs. And, in the process, continue to advance the state of the art on a

greater range, plus attractive financing and installment payments.

For more information, contact Hughes
AML toll free: (800) 663-7902, or write•
Hughes AML, 260 Saulteaux Crescent,

regular basis.

Winnipeg, Manitoba, Canada R3J 3T2.

Our new super high power indoor broadband
transmitter is a case in point. We call it our model

HUGHES MAKES MICROWAVES GOOD FOR
BUSINESS.
Rt.

HUGHES
#1:k
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FIBERLINE
which will contribute point losses. Total
system length also may affect information capacity (bandwidth) due to dispersion of the transmitted signal.
There are three common sizes of multimode fiber, classified by their geometrical core and cladding diameters.
They are 62.5/125 gm, 50/125 gm, and
100/140 gm. Of the three sizes, 62.5/125
gm is best suited for networking applications. It offers the best combination of
available attenuation and bandwidth
to meet present as well as future requirements. It is endorsed by major
OEM equipment suppliers and by Fiber
Distributed Data Interface (FDDI) specifications (ANSI X3T9.5).
Most metropolitan systems will be of
sufficient length or will require increased bandwidth to dictate the use of
single-mode fiber as the medium for
transmission. Single-mode fiber is less
expensive than multimode, but system
costs are usually higher due to the requirement for laser-based sources. Some
important parameters to consider when
selecting the system fiber are the attenuation coefficient, attenuation uniformity, mode-field diameter and geometrical tolerances.
The same system factors affecting the
selection of multimode fiber apply to
single-mode fiber, except for bandwidth.
Typically, single-mode fiber is characterized by its dispersion at the operational wavelength as opposed to the
bandwidth. This value can be used in determining maximum system length dependant upon the limitations of the active devices. The bandwidth of singlemode fibers has been demonstrated to be
beyond 20 GHz, sufficient for most system requirements.
Single-mode fiber is also the media of
choice for supporting amplitude modulated video applications because of its
high bandwidth/low dispersion characteristics. They are usually designed for
operation at awavelength of 1310 nm,
and gaining acceptance at operational
wavelengths of 1550 nm due to the lower attenuation. Typical performance
ranges for attenuation are 0.35 to 0.5
dB/Km at 1310 nm and 0.25 to 0.5
dB/Km at 1550 nm.
Fiber geometry plays a key role in
networking applications utilizing increased mechanical connections. Recent
improvements in process control and
measurement capabilities have led to
the introduction of cladding diameter
tolerances of 125.0 ± 1.0 gm. These
tighter tolerances on the cladding in
conjunction with a highly concentric
core will provide more consistent alignment of the fiber in terminating connectors to yield improved insertion loss.

Depending on the network design and
drop point locations, it is sometimes
more cost effective to use amix of multimode and single-mode fiber for the
system transmission media. A group of
buildings in close proximity may provide
for the use of multimode, in effect being
alocalized network, which may then be
linked to the rest of the system from a
central location by single-mode for extended distances (see Figure 1). The
feasibility of this approach must be reviewed on acase-by-case basis.
Cable design
Different cable designs exist for specific environmental and transmission
requirements. The metropolitan network will normally employ a singlemode, multiple loose tube construction
designed specifically for the outdoor environment. This cable design segregates
fibers in buffer tubes for stress-free
packaging which will help ensure increased system reliability and survivability over atypical temperature range
of -40 C to +70 C.
In addition, the fiber segregation feature permits simplified identification
of fibers, protection when rerouting
fibers, protection of dark (unused) fibers
until they are ready for use, and easy
midspan access without undue risk to all
fibers in the cable. The cable selected
should also permit composite construction, whereby single-mode and multimode fibers are placed within the same
cable. Final decisions must be made on
the cable route so that detailed requirements can be specified on the cable
construction. Cables may be deployed
aerially, direct buried or placed in existing duct.
Aerial cable is exposed to many external forces. Wind and ice loading can
put stresses on cable, and the temperature changes are more extreme than
any other installation environment.
Parameters which must be considered before a cable design can be selected include span lengths between
aerial poles, whether or not an existing
messenger or cable plant is in place, or
if the cable will be required to be selfsupporting. Aerial pole spans of 300
feet or less are routinely engineered
with the use of adedicated messenger.
In many cases, the cable is overlashed
to existing aerial plant. Cable designs
are also available which utilize amessenger integrated with the cable outer
jacket for direct aerial placement.
Underground cable is subjected to
fewer environmental extremes than
aerial cable and is better protected. Its
placement results in milder tempera-
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ture extremes and isolation from vehicular accidents and gunshots. However,
it is exposed to the dangers of rodent
damage and dig-ups.
Usually, the cable is placed in existing
cable ducts or direct buried. Direct
buried cable requires the use of steel
tape armoring to provide mechanical
protection and resistance to rodent attack. Cable should be buried as deep
as possible, below the frost line (at least
30 inches), to safeguard against external
damage induced by construction and
frost heave.
Avoiding close proximity with other
utilities will further minimize possible
sources of damage. The Electronic Industries Association has developed standards for the physical location and protection of fiber optic cable placed underground. Additionally, specific NESC
rules must be considered when placing
cable near other utilities.
The fiber density of cables employed
in metropolitan networks varies widely
among different applications. Point-topoint installations may use just afew
fibers to meet current demands while
networks serving multiple users and
designed to accommodate future subscriber growth may employ several hundred optical paths. The economics of
some systems require a more cost effective solution for the cable plant as
compared to products often used by the
long-haul communications carriers. The
evolution of new cable constructions
which perform to existing industry standards provide acost effective solution.
At the point of entrance to the building, both the metropolitan and local networks fall under the same constraints.
The cable to be used is influenced by
state and local fire codes, as outlined in
the 1990 National Electrical Code.
Typically there are two choices available for continuing the cable plant. The
first is to plan asplice point at the building entrance to transition from outdoor
to indoor cable designs, as the indoor cable designs provide fire resistant characteristics to comply with fire codes.
The loss contributed by the additional
splice is small, and usually insignificant for the total link loss budget. The
second option is to enclose the outdoor
cable in ametallic conduit or covered
metal raceway.
Inside the building envelope, there
are additional constraints on the selected cable, depending on the deployment location. Different fire resistant
ratings are required for cables to be
placed in plenums, risers, or used for
general distribution. Article 770 of the
1990 National Electrical Code addresses these requirements in detail along

FIBERLINE
with local building codes.
Future growth of the system should
also be considered when specifying the
cable design and fiber count. The cost of
installation usually overshadows the
cost of the actual cable plant. Spare
fibers for additional users and system
redundancy for critical data should be of
prime importance. The incremental cost
of additional fibers diminishes with increasing fiber counts. Additional cable
length should also be considered to allow for slack to be used for future drops
or splice points, repairs, and relocation
or changes in drop locations.
Splicing
The distances associated with most
metropolitan networks will dictate that
fiber-to-fiber field splicing must occur
somewhere along the cable route. It
may not only occur as aresult of available continuous cable length, but also
due to the cable plant layout, raceway
congestion, or at transition points to
indoor cables at the building entrance.
There are two major methods of field
splicing actively supported in the installation environment: fusion and single fiber mechanical.
Fusion splicing, used widely by cable
TV operators, consists of aligning the
cores of two clean, stripped, and cleaved
fibers, then fusing the ends together
with an electric arc. The fiber ends are
placed in the splicer and then aligned either manually or automatically using
various precision movement micro- positioners. High voltage electrodes contained in the splicer arc across the butted fiber ends to fuse the two together.
Optimum core alignment can be monitored both before and after splicing with
local injection and detection devices.
Different fiber types may require different fusing currents and times. The
capital investment for afusion splicer
can vary depending on whether it facilitates multimode or single-mode fiber
and the level of automation.
There are a variety of single-fiber
mechanical splices available for performing field splicing. The most commonly used is the single-fiber grip type
splice, which utilizes the auter cladding
diameter to physically align the two
fibers.
This method makes the core-tocladding concentricity of the two fibers
vitally important to ensure an acceptable core-to-core alignment. The cleaned
fiber ends are cleaved and inserted into
an alignment tube. Some splice designs
include a fiber self-centering feature.
The ends are butted together and indexmatched to reduce reflections and loss

at the splice point. Mechanical splices
typically cost $15 to $25 per splice point
based on purchase volumes.
While CATV operators prefer fusion
splicing, both fusion and mechanical
splicing techniques are reliable and suitable for indoor and outdoor installations when properly protected by asplice
closure.
Inside abuilding a splice center is
normally used to allow for ease of access
to the fibers if necessary. The primary
considerations when choosing a splice
method are the capital or rental expense for fusion splicers vs. the consumable expenses associated with mechanical splicing, tool kit expense and
set-up time, the volume of splices to be
performed, the labor costs, and customer preference.
Termination methods
The final step in the installation of the
cable plant is the end termination. As
with splicing, there are a variety of
methods and types of equipment, hardware, and connectors from which to
choose. The termination of both trunk
and distribution cables can be performed
in one of three ways. The different techniques are pigtail splicing, field connectorization, or factory supplied preconnectorized assemblies. There are advantages and disadvantages associated
with each method. A key element in
end terminations is standardization on
one connector type.
Regardless of the termination type
used on the end equipment, one type of
connector should be utilized throughout the cable plant. Hybrid jumpers—
short cable with different connectors on
each end—can be supplied to interface
with the end equipment.
Several advantages result from standardization. Future changes in end
equipment can be made regardless of
equipment termination types by simply ordering appropriate jumpers, which
will ease installation, thereby reducing
system downtime. System maintenance
is easier, reducing the variety of spare
parts to be inventoried and carried to
the job site.
Fiber optic patch panels can also be
used at the end terminations for ease of
system reconfiguration. The patch panel is an administration point in the cable plant where the cable is terminated.
Through the use of jumpers, connections for electronics and routing changes
are easily managed. By using these panels, logical topologies can be established
and reconfigured through the use of
jumpers without disturbing the cable
plant.

In addition to administrative flexibility, the patch panel provides protection for the cable plant. Panels vary in
size according to the number of cables
terminated within, and whether rack- or
wall-mounting is preferred.
The pigtail is simply aterm used for
afiber optic cable which has been factory-connectorized with a fiber optic
connector on one end, and the other end
left as bare fiber. The unterminated end
of the pigtail is fusion or mechanically
spliced to the cable requiring termination (see Figure 2).
This method of terminating is fast
and forgiving and uses the same type of
hardware employed in the through splicing of the trunk cable. However, it does
require hardware for splice storage and
the added cost of afactory-installed connector.
Another means of terminating afiber
optic cable is to directly install the fiber
optic connector onto the individual fibers
in the field. Several efficient methods exist for this installation.
The connector can be epoxied onto
the cleaned fiber using primarily heat
curable, UV curable, or quick-dry adhesives. The fiber end is then polished to
a smooth surface, even with the end
face of the connector.
Recent developments have led to a
simple "crimp-on" style connector which
attaches in similar fashion to its copper
counterparts. The connector is pre-polished and houses afiber stub which the
craftsman then essentially mates to
with an internal mechanical splice.
However, most important is the availability of the connector with aphysical
contact (PC) or Super-PC finish, which
significantly reduces reflections, as required by cable TV operators.
The last termination type to be discussed is the use of pre-connectorized assemblies. When entering the premise
environment, their use becomes advantageous. Connectors are pre-installed
at the factory on one or both ends of
the fiber optic cable to be used. Special
pulling grips may be required depending
on cable construction to protect the connectorized end, and can be factory-installed. Quality of workmanship and
optical performance can be guaranteed.
The advantages include the elimination of the need for specialized skills or
termination equipment, eliminating labor costs, and minimizing installation
times. However, detailed up-front cable route engineering is usually required, the exact route length muet be
known, and in the event of damage the
required tools for connector repair must
be readily available. CED
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unbounded by our present definitions of
our business," opening the way to home
shopping, interactive games, teleconTwo defining metaphors—Bill Gates's
ferencing and more. "I suspect," he
"information at your fingertips" and
added, "that these businesses will evolve
John Sculley's Knowledge Navigator—
in ways that surprise us, but Ihave no
are images of a multimedia sidekick
doubt that over the next 10 years they
ready to perform awesome tasks of comwill evolve."
munication and information retrieval
Chiddix also has cautionary thoughts:
in ajazzy techno-future.
"There's lots of room for innovation. But
Gates says his vision is of a system
there's also lots of room to do the wrong
that collaborates with users, helping
thing simply because technology lets
them find "information of all types, inus."
cluding sound, movies, numbers, graphs,
CableLabs' current analysis lists likeall intermixed together, without the
ly multimedia applications under five
user having to think about the boundgeneral categories: education, training,
aries between those information types,
entertainment, professional informa(nor having to) fire off different kinds of
tion and telecommuting.
applications."
One need look no further than CaSculley calls the coming market for
bleLabs' active
digital "personal
,
skz e
multimedia proelectronics" dee
r
eq.. 4 9,4
rifj.9,
jects to find the
vices, which will
•
most likely drivbe connected by
ing application:
radio to the out- «k%
on-screen proside world, "the
gram guides.
mother of all in
Pro 'art" Title
Cablevision
dustries," a marSystems Chairket "bigger than
man
Charles
anything we've
IMIIIIIIIMMIWIMIE=1=1111111111111
Dolan said interseen in personal
Fight against RIDS
active program
computers."
guides will proHe quotes a
vide "a totally new
Harvard Universi0:1 5
impression of the
ty study which
e7 -7
value (of cable),"
forecasts that the
"e2:iWelne›.•
to a public that's
telecommunicacurrently "anxious
tions, media, pubbasketball hero Magic Johnson
to have agreater
lishing, consumer
to America's youth about AIDS
feeling of control"
electronics, and
over the medium.
entertainment inCableLabs is produstries will conviding technical
verge into a marhelp to at least
ket worth $3.5 tril- X*Press Information Services is transmitting six Hypercard stacks each week. This
three different
lion annually by one, on Magic Johnson's warnings about AIDS, includes anine-second audio clip.
program guide dethe turn of the cen- (Courtesy X*Press Information Services Ltd.)
velopers.
tury, compared to
"I believe (a program guide) is the
but with adesire to share user interface
the computer industry's $217 billion
killer application on cable," says
and share software technology."
(and the cable industry's $23 billion).
X*Press's Bennington, who is developing
In the computer industry, multimedia
Doubt about timing, markets
such a guide in partnership with TV
means different things to different comGuide Magazine of Radnor, Penn. Benpanies:
nington says he finds that, among cable
Some are less enthusiastic. While
•There's asmall but growing busiCEOs he visits, of all the would-be fufront-paging an article on "interactive
ness in interactive presentations, or usture businesses, the guide "is the one
TV" and the widely rumored IBM-Time
ing PCs as interactive slide projectors.
thing they know they've got to do and do
Warner talks, The Wall Street Journal
"Commercial presentations are where
well, especially if they're ever going to
paused to ask, "Does anyone really want
the majority of any money is being made
have 150 channels and sell pay-perthis stuff, especially in anation of pasin multimedia today," said one Silicon
view."
sive viewers who can't even figure out
Valley observer.
Videoway's Dufresne believes
how to set the timer on the VCR?" An•Kiosk vendors are placing interacteleshopping may be a major applicaother Journal reporter noted that the
tive information booths everywhere from
tion, given the huge size of today's direct
computer industry's multimedia enmalls and airports to company lunchthusiasts "have had difficulty defining a marketing business.
rooms.
Digital Equipment Corp.'s focus,
specific product that consumers want."
•To PC manufacturers, multimedia
growing out of its experience in using
Jim Chiddix, senior vice president of
means machines that can store and maCablevision Systems in Boston to reach
nipulate audio and video, which to a Time Warner Cable's ATC unit, called
its telecommuting employees at home, is
multimedia "intriguing, because it is
computerist are merely "time-based data
Computer industry's view

types." It's a technology that's now
doable, or maybe it's a new hope for
product differentiation in acommodity
market. Or, maybe, it's more than that.
Technology analyst and Forbes magazine writer George Gilder has predicted that "smart TV" markets "will dwarf
the present home entertainment market."
Both Gates and Gilder argue that digitization means aconvergence of several home entertainment appliances into
one. Gilder predicts that what he calls
the "telecomputer" will probably "displace" the TV, VCR, game machine and
maybe some other devices. Gates, similarly, predicts that "products that used
to be considered separate are now simply separate forms, smaller or larger,
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INTERACTIVE TV
on work-at-home and teleconferencing
applications.
Others suspect education may be a
driving application, given its political appeal to the cable industry and the clamor to boost America's classroom competitiveness.
Many argue that some multimedia
services-to-be are still unknown. John
Bringenberg, TCI manager of strategic
planning, said he expects contributions
from "an enormous number of creative
(computer-related) companies," including both major players and "people
squirreled away in the hills making up
new ways to interact with and 'experience' digital video."

Toronto. It will also be tested on telco
fiber in partnership with BellSouth Services of Atlanta.
Digital Equipment is also developing
networking systems and switching under the umbrella of Community Multimedia Networking. Products cover a
range of data speeds and applications,
from Ethernet TV (ETV), currently being used in six public schools over TCI's
cable system in Millbrea, Calif., to Gigaswitch, which routes gigabit-per-sec-

RAT OUT
BETTER!

Enabling technologies
Networks. The major focus of cable's
network development work is on digital
compression to support video on demand or areasonable facsimile of that
concept.
ATC's Chiddix has stated that the
company's Queens County, N.Y., Quantum system could be expanded, with
compression, from 150 channels to 500.
But why bother? By sending customized
150-channel signals on fiber trunks to
each neighborhood, "the channel capacity of a given coaxial trunk can be
multiplied by the number of fiber trunks
in the system," Chiddix said. "So you
wind up with thousands of channels,
essentially, which is how you wind up
being able to do video on demand or
switched video."
Video-on-demand can perhaps be
seen as a variety of interactive television. However, the interactivity is limited to the command: "Roll the video."
Switching. IBM's well-publicized offer to partner with cable operators in
rolling out digital services would take
things alot further. Based on work by
Alan Baratz, an IBM networking researcher in Hawthorne, N.Y., IBM's
plaNet (short for Packetized Light Architecture Network) is apacket-switching overlay which brings full digital
switching to the normally point-to-multipoint architecture of acable system.
plaNet (formerly known as PARIS)
uses redundant digital switches based
on special-purpose VLSI chips to route
packets through acable system. Traffic
through the switch moves at 1.2 gigabits
per second per line—so fast that, with
proper routing priorities, even voice or
video teleconferencing applications will
seem as instantaneous as if they were
traveling through aswitched circuit.
The system will soon be serving a
network of banks on Rogers Cable in

ond data over fiber-based Metropolitan
Area Networks.
Telco-cable hybrid architecture.
With about 1/250,000th of the carrying
capacity into the home (4 kilohertz vs. 1
gigahertz) of coaxial cable, talcos saddled
with copper twisted pair might seem to
be automatic also-rans in the digital
services game. Indeed, analyst Gilder,
whose past arguments for unleashing
the telcos have riled cable executives, recanted in a now-famous April Forbes
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Channell's SPH Signature
Series are the best CATV enclosures ever created. They feature
thirteen new benefits not found
on our CPH Series and aguarantee that will still make you look
good 10 years from now.
To find out more, call Channell
toll free.

CHANNELL
COMMERCIAL

CORPORATION

U.S. Sales:

CHANNELL COMMERCIAL CORPORATION
800/423-1863
International Sales:

CHANNELL COMMERCIAL CANADA, Ltd.
800/387-8332 .416/567-6751
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INTERACTIVE TV
article in which he ticked off the strategic advantages inherent in cable's broadband pipeline.
However, telco engineers are not
standing still. AT&T and others have
demonstrated video of seemingly better-than-VHS quality being sent at 1.5
megabits per second, arate researchers
considerable doable over 80 percent of
telco twisted pair using Asymmetrical
Digital Subscriber Line (ADSL) technology. What these achievements mean
to multimedia is not clear. For less demanding applications, a$500 telephone
modem can now deliver data at 38K
baud over most twisted pair.
Apple's Liebhold sees "tremendous
opportunities to mix the technologies" of
cable and telcos: "Phone company people
realize their system won't let people
watch one channel and record another—that it's not really a viable competitor to cable television."
Telcos, Liebhold added, can provide
"fabulous interactive directory services,
fabulous interactive TV guides, all kinds
of supplementary information to the cable network, (and) some transaction
management that's going to enhance
the value of the regional cable franchises." Enhanced music services, shopping services and game services all can

You're
the reason
we're the
#1 choice.

Microsoft Bookshelf is aCD-ROM-based multimedia product that includes
common reference books. For example, clicking on some graphics brings them to
life as animations (Courtesy Microsoft Corp.)
thrive in ahybrid environment, Liebhold
said.

Hl

cable prep®
BEN HUGHES COMMUNICATION PRODUCTS CO

207 Middlesex Avenue, P.O. Box 373
Chester, CT 06412
(203) 526-4337 •FAX (203) 526-2291
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Similarly, Robert Pepper, chief of the
FCC's Office of Plans & Policy, predicted "a world of smart boxes, smart terminal equipment, hanging on multiple
networks" (emphasis added).
Storage media. Wherever the mass
storage may reside on future networks,
storage technology is "such a volatile
field" (in X*Press's Bennington's words)
that making even near-term predictions
is tricky. Today, computer circles are
buzzing about gigabit-capacity laseroptical "compact cards" from Ursham
Research Corp. of Los Angeles which
(should they actually be manufacturable
in quantity) could hold a feature film
each. Tomorrow, who knows?
In-home boxes. Tests are underway
now, vendor and MSO executives have
asserted, of enhanced cable convertors
which have digital decoding sophisticated enough to display multimedia program guides. Along with current convertor box makers like Jerrold, Scientific-Atlanta, Philips Electronics and
Pioneer, both IBM and AT&T have expressed a desire to make future convertor boxes.
IBM's plan for inside the home, as
voiced by spokesman David Harrah, is
to have all the high-speed digital encoding and decoding done by avery powerful processor running at 10 to 20 million instructions per second (MIPS)—
compared to less than 2MIPS for today's
high-end PCs.

INTERACTIVE TV
Some TV set and VCR makers, such
as Philips and Thomson, have supported putting digital decoding capability
inside their devices, an approach which
would honor the cable industry's preference for locating expensive circuitry
outside the cable plant and inside the
hardware consumers buy.
Analyst Gilder notes that U.S. companies still dominate the market for the
high-speed digital signal processor chips
that will be at the heart of future home
systems. Gilder argues that making
such systems, which he calls telecomputers, provides agolden opportunity for
U.S. firms to move the game to anew
playing field, thus breaking the current
Japanese chokehold on the U.S. consumer electronics market.
But what seems to be emerging, instead, is apattern of trans-Pacific partnering, with IBM, Apple and Microsoft
all acknowledging the need for Japanese
partners both for mass production and
for some key technologies like display
screens and mass storage.
Both Apple and Microsoft, in recent
statements, forecast the presence of an
array of in-home devices.
To Apple, these devices support bigscreen entertainment at one location
and activities like learning and money
management at other locations in the
home. A personal digital assistant puts
computer power in each person's pocket and communicates by radio with other devices.
Microsoft's Gates has said that future devices will all be categorizable by
two criteria: the size and resolution of
their screens, and whether they're hardwired into afiber network or have radio
links only.
Interface issues. As TCI's Malone
observed in Dallas, most people are "still
largely afraid of their PCs" and of other
high-tech interfaces. Apple, Microsoft
and IBM are all deep into pen-based
inputting, and Apple is feverishly developing speech-recognition (code name:
Casper) as a user input tool as well.
Similarly, both CableLabs' Dukes and
TCI's Bringenberg stress the importance of interface design.
Dukes contends that everything, including links to service providers, the
network itself, and the user interface,
must be transparent to the user. "If interacting with multimedia is as frustrating to the consumer as recording
with aVCR has been, multimedia will
fail miserably," Dukes said.
This time around, Dukes predicts, cable should be able to "avoid the position
we're in with the consumer electronics
industry, where we're trying to get (our

functionality) inside the (TV or VCR)."
In interfacing to service providers,
cable must support protocols the
providers are already using, not force
new ones on them as Dukes says telcos
have done. Further, he stresses, cable
carriage must be priced right, with customers paying only for what they use.
Authoring tools. Cablevision's Dolan
pointed to plunging prices for all forms
of video production, which should facilitate an outpouring of new program-

ming. In the multimedia domain, the
buzzword "authoring tools" refers to
hardware and software that speed the
movement of audio and video content
into computers and its structuring into
interactive content.
Fortunately, tools are emerging. For
example Adobe Systems' Premiere multimedia authoring software and SuperMac Technology's Video Spigot video
input board are two such tools that are
viewed with excitement by multimedia
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SYSTEM UST
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Jerry Neal

Senior Software Engineer
Pioneer Communications of America
Cable Systems Division

When Pioneer developed the Pioneer
LaserDisc Universal System (PLUS), our goal was to simplify
operations and increase revenue for the cable operator.
We know that system automation and increased customer
programming selection are both good economic moves.
So, we created PLUS to provide
pre-programmed, uninterrupted entertainment. PLUS can
control multiple pay-per-view channels of laserdisc players or
autochangers. Laser technology translates into adurable
maintenance-free, high quality video and audio program
source. PLUS is backed by the reliability of Pioneer technology.

Because your business demands performance...
PIONEER COMMUNICATIONS OF AMERICA, INC. CABLE SYSTEMS DIVISION
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LD-V8000 LaserDisc
Player —single sided disc player
for blockbuster movies and
reliable 24-hour operation.

LC-V330 Autochanger —
72 disc capacity for adiverse
selection of movies or as an
on-line backup for single
LD players.

PLUS Controller —
IBM AT/Compatible
for flexible movie
definition and scheduling, allowing control
of multiple pay-per-view
channels using laserdiscbased technology.

CD PIONEER
0 1992 Pioneer Communications of America, Inc.

programmers.
Operating environments. Right
now, content developers must choose
among computer platforms, probably
either the Microsoft/Intel-backed MPC
format or Apple's System 7operating
system with QuickTime video compression, and among authoring packages.
Portability between platforms is painful,
at best, and some authorware software
developers have disappeared, stranding their users.
"Developers are tired of sitting on a
multimedia picket fence—one they perceive is being rocked by IBM, Apple and
Microsoft at will," notes the influential
Seaford, N.Y., based Envisioneering
newsletter, which covers digital video.
Meanwhile, there are hints that Apple
may port future Mac operating systems
to the Intel environment, and Steve
Jobs' Next Inc. talks of porting its
NextStep, apowerful multimedia environment, to Intel's 80486.
The dream behind Apple and IBM's
Kaleida partnership is to create one
standard for multimedia programming
that permits easy importing and exporting among all the major operating
environments. One of these environments, presumably, will be the RISCbased PowerPCs that Apple and IBM

says they will market, with Motorola
producing the microprocessors. But the
Kaleida venture seems to have fallen behind its own timetable in naming management and getting down to work.
Cable industry strategies
CableLabs' multimedia guideline-setting effort is being supervised by anetwork development subcommittee, headed by Chiddix, under CableLabs' Technical Advisory Committee.
"The window (for multimedia) is not
infinite," says Dukes, who is CableLabs'
liaison to Chiddix's subcommittee. "We
have ashort period in which to determine whether there's abusiness for us
here."
One project that Dukes oversees is
seeking to establish adatastream protocol that can be used by near-term services with fairly slow-speed data modulated into open spaces in the analog
spectrum. That protocol consists of "a
header, apayload and atrailer in some
form" and is "application-independent to
the extent possible," Dukes said.
The expected high-speed data services to follow, though they may adopt
the same protocol, will presumably be on
all-digital pathways at much higher fre-

The Original Cable Dim
Marker Is Still The Best.
The Budco Taplock.
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Budco invented the
Taplock in 1970. Improved it
in 1976, 1981, 1982, and 1986.
And more Budco Taplocks
have been sold than all
competitor drop marker
products combined.

The Budco
Taplock. Setting the industry
standard, time and time again.

Budco
The Taplock Company. Setting The
Industry Standard In Drop Markers.
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quencies.
At the National Show, Chiddix shared
his company's idea for achannelization
scheme (see pg. 30). It shows a small
channel for upstream data between 5
MHz and 30 MHz, then traditional analog video modulated from 54 MHz to
550 MHz, followed by 500 channels of
digital video between 550 MHz and 850
MHz.
From 850 MHz to 1GHz is a 150MHz "outgoing telecom" channel that includes both a500 Mbps (megabits per
second) digital datastream and 50 MHz
above it allocated to PCS service. The
configuration is repeated for "incoming
telecom" traffic between 1.15 GHz and
1.3 GHz, with a150-MHz crossover separating the incoming and outgoing traffic.
Just how well this or other proposed
channelizations really work in the field
will have to be tested, Dukes said.
Getting ready for PCS, which means
designing for adigital service with high
reliability and maintainability, is already well afoot under Roger Hay, CableLabs' director of PCS. Once that job
has been done, Hay said, "it's a relatively small step to add multimedia. In
many ways, they will look identical on
the network."
Cable people are now involved in key
committees debating transmission standards, Dukes said. "It's extremely important that we watch to not be preempted from (multimedia services) because standards preclude us from using
the formats."
Also under Dukes's direction at CableLabs is advocacy and design of regional hubs or "superheadends." Linking
headends together on aredundant fiberoptic ring, these regional hubs would
support regional sharing of PPV movie
playback systems and ad insertion
equipment. The hubs also could house
host computers for multimedia services
or gateways to remote multimedia
providers.
CableLabs is already scurrying to put
Digital Equipment Corp. multimedia
gear into its Boulder laboratory. Negotiations were under way with Apple,
Microsoft and IBM at presstime, with
some major announcements described as
"imminent."
Glenn Edens, adesigner of the original Macintosh and now aconsultant to
Hitachi, said cable's biggest problem in
becoming a digital carrier is that different MSOs have been pursuing different approaches to data transport.
"Cable operators have to develop a
common protocol and an internetworking capability; they must make all those

INTERACTIVE TV
little cable systems look like acommon
service."
Edens thinks alternate access-type
data carriage must precede the blossoming of multimedia content delivery.
He says computer people are interested
in using cable's data highways, in part
because they are frustrated with telcos'
inflexibility, high prices and ballyhooed
services that never quite materialize as
tariffed offerings.
Cable can woo them away, but to do
so, it must package its data transport
services attractively "and not get
greedy," says Edens.
The view from ICI
TCI's multimedia ventures include
major projects with DEC and indirect
ownership, through its Liberty Media
spinoff, of X*Press. Through its X*Press
Media Center, a Mac-based interface
designed for schools, X*Press is already
sending out Hypercard stacks, in conjunction with CNN, C-Span and Cable
in the Classroom, that contain photos
and sound bites—a multimedia product.
Creating an X*Press-based TV Guide
also means porting X*Press away from
its current PC-and-Macintosh display
medium and onto TV screens. Systems
which pump X*Press through aconvertor box are already being tested. Inhome prototyping is expected by fourthquarter 1992.
True, said TCI's Bringenberg, there
are disadvantages to TV delivery, such
as "losing crispness of the text." But
there are advantages: "The main one
is that being able to interact, from my
couch, with aremote control, is Ithink
the ultimate place you want to be."
The industry's process of ramping up
for digital HDTV, which Bringenberg
termed "probably the most demanding
requirement for adigital system, particularly the in-home device," will open
the way, as afringe benefit, for the "less
demanding" delivery of graphics, text
and audio.
Bringenberg isn't sure whether the
hardware for such services will come
from consumer electronics companies
or computer companies, or some combination: "Maybe the engine and the user
interface will come out of the computer
world but some device integration will
likely come out of the consumer electronics world.
"Ultimately, as a cable operator, I
think we want to see peripherals to the
platform that we put in the home. Or, if
they can be done inexpensively enough,
for them to be simple component add-ins

to either the cable box of the future or,
better yet, the televisions and VCRs of
the future. The bottom line is adigital
system which is simple and friendly,
which will require enormous computing power in the living room and will be
controlled by remote from the couch."
Cable's second-largest MSO, Time
Warner, has held a now-famous
courtship with IBM (former top executives of each company sit on the other's
board). It has close ties to Japan Inc.
through high-tech giants Toshiba and C.
Itoh, which jointly own part of Time
Warner (IBM is partnered with Toshiba
in crucial display-screen ventures).
In aluncheon appearance that concluded the Dallas show, Time Warner's
Pittman enthused over interactive programming's ability to bring the random-access essence of print to a TV
screen. He described afuture of how-to
tutorials, games and even teleshopping
services that will allow shoppers to see
images of clothes pasted on the contours of their own bodies.
"These markets are bigger than the
television box office that has been our
yardstick in the past," he observed. "Interactive is going to be as pervasive as
narrowcast cable networks are today."
In the age of smart TV, "people will in-

vent entirely new forms," he predicted.
"In the year 2010, people are going to
look back and say, `Weren't the cable
guys smart using that come-on about
conventional television to get people to
put the wire into the home.' "
IBM targets a market
In aFebruary speech that was more
pithy than her well-publicized Dallas
remarks, Lucie Fjeldstad, IBM vice president and general manager, multimedia,
said IBM is courting entertainment and
publishing firms and has more than
100 teams at work trying to create new
multimedia applications. It also has its
own multimedia developers' platform
and PCs, known as Ultimedia.
Pointing to IBM's unexcelled
strengths in mega-networking, she declared, "Our goal is to achieve anational data—or multimedia—superhighway."
Fjeldstad told Business Week she had
completely sold IBM's top management
on her strategy ("They asked me to turn
IBM into amultimedia company") but
stressed that the biggest job was firing
up the company's sense of vision.
Continued on page 58
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Manual program switching has become obsolete since
Monroe Electronics developed the Series 3000 family of
switching and control products. And now SYNOPSIS software is available to control the Series 3000 family. Series
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SCIE EXPO WRAP-UP

SCIE Expo "hottest"
show in years
Event could be turning point out of recession

A

scrutinized new product at the Expo
Lightwave Systems introduced the
ttendees of the 10th annual
SCTE Cable-Tec Expo had
was ABC Cable Products' "CBLinX"
"Networx" family of products for
nothing but high praise for the
RF-to-fiber converter. The new transtransport of DS1, DS3, Fiber
1992 version of the event, terming it
mitter (matching receivers are under
Distributed Data Interface and
the most upbeat show since the indusdevelopment) is said to offer a comSynchronous Optical Network signals.
try went into recession more than two
pletely transparent transfer function
The new product family, provided
years ago.
from DC up to 1.4 GHz. It's based on
by ALS parent ADC Tele-communica"This is the best show in three
an Indium Phosphide Fabry-Perot
tions, includes opto-electronics, fiber
years," said an ebul
organizers and
lient Jack Forde,
outside
plant
president of Times
cabinets, said
Fiber CommuniJohn Holobinko,
cations.
Indeed,
ALS marketing
every
exhibitor
vice president.
queried said the
Networx is posievent was dominattioned to carry
ed by operators askboth entertaining for quotes on
ment and other
specific proposals
types of video,
and others on the
high-speed pointbrink of opening
to-point
data
their wallets.
transport, disIndeed,
many
tance learning
exhibitors were puband voice applilicly saying that this
cations as well,
event signals that
said Holobinko.
good
times
are
In
addition
again on their way
ALS announced
as operators slowly
the addition of a
ramp up new connew, high-power
struction projects
DFB laser to its
that are packed
family of AM
with fiber optics and
fiber family. The
new
high-power
new LiteMaster
Skip Litz, manager, marketing communications for Jerrold Communications, pre- transmitter
gear.
While final atten- sents Steve Dyche, plant manager for United Video Cablevision, with acertificate
offers between
dance figures were for afree gift, courtesy of Jerrold, during the Expo Evening event in San Antonio.
10 mW and 13
unavailable as of
mW
output
presstime, conventional wisdom said
diode and apparently requires no linpower. The device is slated for use in
that at least 3,000 persons showed up
earization circuitry—not at the headthe first link of a star/bus/passive
for the engineering conference and
end, nor in the box. Inventor Fred
architecture. ALS and C-Cor will
expo.
West, Spectrum Photonics president,
begin shipping the product in 120
And manufacturers were ready.
claimed at the show that the transdays.
Several brought new products to the
mitter is capable of transmitting sigAlpha Technologies
event, further establishing the Expo
nals up to 12 kilometers, with carrieras an event where smaller hardware
to-noise in excess of 52 dB, no matter
vendors can gain attention without
whether the load is four analog chanAlpha Technologies took the wraps
being drowned out by large programnels, 125 analog channels, or any mix
off its new APC pedestal, a unit
mers.
of FM, AM and digital.
designed for systems that require a
Here is the rundown of new prodfull-power, compact power supply that
ucts that debuted at the Expo:
American Lightwave Systems
has low pole visibility. The smaller
size, says Alpha's Bob Bridge, enables
ABC Cable Products
In a move that strategically reposimore free-climbing space. Also, the
tioned the company as a supplier of
modular design allows for custom-taiPerhaps one of the most closely
digital local loop systems, American
lored powering for any load range.
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equipment for your system — every day.
We also give you complete parts and repair support, and answers to your questions.
Head-end, distribution, aerial and underground, house drop, converters, cable, safety gear — we
stock it and ship it on your schedule, not ours.
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SCIE EXPO WRAP-UP
The new pedestal is similar to conventional pedestals, Alpha officials say,
and is manufactured by Champion
Products.
AM Communications
AM Communications has developed
a low-cost MDU addressable tap that
offers per-subscriber costs as low as
$15 aport, said company officials. The
DGT-MDU-I comes in 4-, 6-, 8-, 10-,
12-, 14- or 16-port versions. In addition, AM announced a strategic marketing agreement with Wavetek (see
below for details).
Antenna Technology
New from Antenna Technology is a
portable spectrum analyzer, receiver
and monitor. The unit weighs nine
pounds and features athree-inch compact screen and interchangeable
power pack. Built-in features include
afield strength meter, multi-standard
satellite demodulator, audio/video
monitor, spectrum analyzer and
reflectometer functions. Called the VI
2.0, the unit operates with an input

frequency of 900 MHz to 2000 MHz
and powers LNBs through 18 volts.
Belden
The standard 550 MHz/750 MHz
drop cable line available from Cooper
Industries' Belden division has been
upgraded to 1-GHz, officials say.
Included in the upgrade are all 59, 6,
7 and 11 series cables for indoor,
buried and aerial applications. Belden
says it has also upgraded its production line testing capabilities to assure
conformance to the 1-GHz standard.
In addition, Belden introduced a
corrosion protection option to its line
of drop cables. CoreGuard is aprotective gel applied between the braid and
jacket to keep moisture out.
CoreGuard is available on series 59,
6, 7and 11 cables.
Ben Hughes/Cable Prep
Ben Hughes/Cable Prep has
announced its new SCT-715QR tool
for use on Comm/Scope's Quantum
Reach Cable. The tool contains two
parts—a stripping tool, and ajacket

Transfers Great
Less
If you're tired of replacing your
truck bed system every time you
replace atruck in your fleet,
Tailgater ®Truck Bed Systems are
for you. You can transfer the unit
to anew truck when the old one
must be sold. Again and again.
And because of the larger
storage capacity of our systems,
longbeds and heavy duty
suspensions are not required,
thereby reducing the cost of the
vehicles in your fleet.
Vehicle resale value will be
higher as Tailgater systems require
far less drilling and no custom bed

strip tool. The housings of the tools,
though, are threaded and assembled
as one.
C-Cor Electronics
C-COR Electronics Inc. has introduced two new 550 -MHz parallel
hybrid trunk amplifiers, spaced at 22
dB and 26 dB. Both the new PT509
and PT519 are compatible with C-Cor
8-port housings and standard trunk
accessories, including the dual output
bridger and the status monitoring
transponder.
Also new from C-Cor is an AM optical transmission system covering the
47 MHz to 860 MHz frequency range
used in international markets. The
new system will be available in
August, according to C-Cor officials.
And finally, C-Cor will begin selling
the new LiteMaster high-output DFB
laser from American Lightwave
Systems in 120 days, it was
announced. The new device offers output power of between 10 mW and 13
mW.
CableBus Systems Corp.
CableBus Systems, which specializes in cable TV telemetry applications, has introduced a new "Home
Bus" system, a low-cost method for
monitoring up to 32 in-home devices
such as water, electric and gas
meters, security and fire alarm systems, said Cliff Schrock, company
president.
The new "CDT 8/4 Cable Data
Terminal" uses four-conductor balanced twisted-pair wire connections
between the in-home controller and
other load relays, display panels and
meters that might be used inside a
home. The system also supports
downloading of messages to specific
residences or globally to groups of residences.
Comm/Scope

work. You can also expect lower
operating costs due to light
weight—Better gas mileage and
less wear and tear.
If you want asystem that...
Transfers great ...
Takes less drilling...
Call us today.

1-800-424-LIDS (5437)
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Comm/Scope introduced its new 715
series of Quantum Reach coaxial
cable, designed for use in fiber-rich
CATV architectures. The new cable
can be used as express feeder or as
feeder following a fiber link.
Comm/Scope chose the new size cable
because it offers the lowest cost-permile at three different home densities.
Contec
Contec International has named

SCIE EXPO WRAP-UP
Richard Monks, a former IBM executive, president and COO. Contec also
signed
a deal
with
Seavey
Engineering Associates Inc., giving
Contec the exclusive right to sell
Seavey's line of multiple-beam satellite feeds in the U.S. cable TV market.
Corning Inc.
Corning Inc. has named Kathy S.
Rauch as market development manager for the company's cable television division. In her new position,
Rauch will direct the engineering,
sales and marketing communications
team assigned to cable. She replaces
Jon Chester, who has gone on to manage a Corning applications engineering group responsible for supporting
telecommunications, cable TV and
data communications markets,
Digital Planet
Digital Planet has announced the
development of a 20-bit signal processing chip that will be installed into
the company's audio tuners, providing
a standard digital output. The
announcement was made in coopera-

tion with Dolby Laboratories. Digital
Planet officials say the chip marks
the first time anyone has implemented Dolby's AC-1 audio algorithm,

plug-in module that accepts digital
video, audio and data which is transmitted on a serially encoded beam of
laser light. At the same time, it can
receive lightwave signals from a distant site and convert that light back
into video, audio and data.
"The device is unique because users
are able to drop and insert high-quality video and audio in the digital
domain at several sites without the
cumulative degradation typical of
analog systems," said Robert
Chalfant, marketing manager for the
company.

Electroline
Electroline Equipment Inc. showed
a new 862-MHz addressable tap systern intended for MDU applications.
The "MTS" system can secure two
basic tiers and as many as 12 premium services as well. Electroline also
featured an impulse pay-per-view systern for hotels, resorts, campus and
hospitals.

Jerrold Communications

Ipitek
Ipitek has announced what it calls
the "first member" of its Imtran family of digital video transport products
in its CQ-4, adevice that can simultaneously send and receive up to four
channels of video, 16 channels of
audio, four RS-232 signals, and two
separate data channels of 25
Mbits/second. All of the information
can be carried over asingle fiber to a
distance of 25 miles.
The meat of the system, Ipitek officials say, is its mux engine card, a

Jerrold Communications introduced
a new Cableoptics mini-bridger during the SCTE Cable-Tee Expo. In
addition to the new bridger, Jerrold
demonstrated its new LifeLine status
monitoring system, the on-screen display capabilities of the CFT-2000
addressable convertor, the new ACC4000 addressable controller and the
TVRC and Buddy remote control
units. Also, Jerrold displayed its new
digital audio tuner and Song-ID
remote control that identifies the
songs played on its Digital Cable
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Radio service.
Midwest CATV
Midwest CATV annoounced that
John Johnson has been promoted to
vice president/sales. The former vice
president/purchasing reportedly took
the new role because he wanted to try
his hand at sales. Taking up the purchasing gauntlet is Bill Shearer, who
was promoted to senior buyer for both
the LAN and CATV divisions of the
company. Enid Bryant, formerly in
sales, is moving to purchasing to
assist Shearer.
On the sales side, Mike Phebus,
Midwest's Denver-based sales exec,
and Marsha Pleasants will assist the
now-salesman Johnson in his new
role. Bill Cody was promoted to

VP/southern regional sales, and
Martin Suder was promoted to outside sales representative for
Midwest's Ocala office.
In other news, Midwest CATV has
stocked and is ready to ship 750-MHz
Antronix taps, including 2-, 4-, and 8way tap values. Jim McCauley, senior
VP/sales for Midwest, said the stocking decision was necessary as customers demand supplies for higher
bandwidth projects. As a result, the
company has upgraded its inventory
of 600-MHz taps.
Nexus

Nexus Amplifier Solutions Corp.
has added two new products to its
ASL series of cable television distribution amplifiers. The ASL2000H0
amplifier, designed for indoor and out-

door MDU applications, offers higher
gain performance to 860 MHz while
the ASL 1000 offers 550 MHz bandwidth with the gain and specifications
of the 2000H0. Meanwhile, Nexus
Advanced Cable Systems showed an
"intelligent headend" concept that
would automatically switch in abackup component should adevice fail.
Northeast Filter
Northeast Filter Co. has introduced
aline of power passing traps designed
for multiple dwelling units. The new
devices are designed to handle 10
amps continuous 60-cycel power and
are made to order, depending on the
combination of negative and positive
channels to be trapped.
Continued on page 47

300 attend tech seminar on regs
With the new federal cable television technical standards slated to initially kick in at the end of last month,
more than 300 persons from cable's
technical community sat in on the
first in aseries of NCTA-sponsored
seminars on the subject in conjunction
with the SCTE Cable-Tec Expo in San
Antonio.
Attendees were told not to look
upon the imposition of technical standards as apenalty, rather as an
opportunity to improve their operating systems. "These rules are asafety
net to give your customers some
expectation of minimum performance," said Ted Hartson, VP of engineering for Post-Newsweek Cable.
"This is how you stay out of handicapped parking."
Similar thoughts were advanced by
Wendell Bailey, VP of science and
technology at NCTA: "The payoff for
your work on technical standards will
be abetter system, happier subscribers and improved troubleshooting
capabilities," said Bailey.
The audience was reminded that
their systems were required to deliver
aminimum of 36 dB carrier-to-noise
ratio to their subscribers and have a
complaint resolution procedure in
place by June 30, 1992. Furthermore,
systems will be required to test their
systems twice annually (in either July
or August and again in either
January or February), beginning in
1993. Cable systems are required by
FCC order to improve the carrier-to-

noise ratio delivered to subscribers to
40 dB by June 30, 1993 and then
improve it to 43 dB by June 30, 1995.
Cable operators and local franchise
authorities were admonished to form
some sort of mediation panel and
work cooperatively to meet the new
FCC cable technical standards.
Speaking during the Engineering
Conference, John Wong, assistant
chief of the FCC cable television
branch, said the new standards
shouldn't be tough for awell-run system to meet.
Wong offers vote of confidence
"These numbers are not onerous at
all," said Wong. "Don't kid yourselves,
you guys are better (than you think),"
he added. However, compliance won't
come without effort. Wong said an
engineer from a"major MSO" evaluated the test procedures and determined it would take the equivalent of
two man-years of resources to test his
largest system, which serves more
than 100,000 subscribers and features
at least 10 microwave links. On the
other hand, the same engineer said a
more typical system with 40,000 subscribers would require one-quarter of
aman-year, according to Wong.
During the NCTA seminar, asignificant debate regarding the number of
points required to be tested cropped
up during the meeting, with many
operators pointing out that it's unfair
to impose more test points on systems
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broken up by microwave links. The
subject is currently under evaluation
by the FCC as part of its rulemaking
process, so Wong withheld most of his
comments on the issue.
Later in the day, Hartson, Bailey
and Wong were joined on the dais by
Jonathan Kramer, an independent
inspector and the chief negotiator for
the cities during the tech standards
process. He said cable operators
should work cooperatively with
inspectors to minimize confrontations.
Wong's idea of an independent
"mediation panel" consisting of representatives from the cable industry
and franchise authorities still is
appealing to Bailey and Kramer, both
reported during interviews following
the seminar.
Wong, who said he senses "a rift
between the cities and the cable
industry," thinks amediation panel
"will go along way in easing that relationship. You need each other to provide the best service to customers,"
Wong concluded.
Indeed, both Bailey and Kramer
said the joint engineering committee
concept is still being pursued. "It's
actively alive," said Kramer. The joint
committee concept was originally part
of the agreement hammered out
between the cities and NCTA, but was
dropped from the FCC's initial report
and order. Kramer said the committee
will still be organized and will seek to
perform the role spelled out in the
original agreement. CED
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Continued from page 44

Telecommunication Products Corp.
have announced and displayed the
marriage of their products. In the
demonstration, Pioneer's VDR-V1000
rewritable videodisc recorder has
been interfaced with TPC's Queue
Master, atimed event controller,
The VCR-V1000 is a dual head,
broadcast quality component recording system that provides instant
start, real-time non-linear playback
and virtually instant access to any
cue point on a 32-minute disc. TPC's
Queue Master is designed to control
routing switches, videotape recorders
and virtually any other equipment on
areal-time basis.
The system is unique, TPC officials
said, because it is based on an industrial PC, which enables operators to
control functions by entering text into
a free form log. The product operates
by scanning an event file for scheduled events, then sending acommand
at the appropriate time to the hardware to execute the event.
Also, Pioneer touted the customer
friendliness features of its "VCR
Filter," originally developed in 1988
as an add-on for Pioneer's line of
descramblers. In essence, the filter
allows the decoder to provide abroad-

Also, Northeast Filter announced
that Charles Sliter has been named
national sales and marketing manager for the company. Sliter formerly
worked for Pass & Seymour/Legrand,
awiring devices specialist.
Optical Networks International
Optical Networks International
announced that it has delivered five
YAGLink transmitters, to be used for
headend elimination, cascade reduction and supertrunking. Recipients
include Vision Cable, Albemarle,
N.C.; Kingwood Cable, Kingwood,
Texas; Dynamic Cablevision, Hialeah,
Fla.; United Artists, Mamaroneck,
N.Y.; and TCI Chicago.
Also, ONI will supply Comcast with
six laser transmitters and 12
receivers to break the operator's
Flint, Michigan system into shorter
cascades. Finally, a new addition
comes to the Restorpak line of product—the Restor-C-Pak incorporates
enclosures to enable a technician to
secure and protect arestored splice.
Pioneer Communications
Pioneer

Communications

and

band output to TVs and VCRs. It
therefore allows viewing of an
unscrambled channel while simultaneously taping a scrambled channel.
The filter also allows viewing of a
scrambled channel while taping a
non-scrambled channel, Pioneer officials said. The filter also allows use of
"picture-in-picture" TV features.

Porta Systems
Porta Systems Corp.'s Aster division and BT&D Technologies have
teamed to provide 1x6 connectors for
passive optical network system
designs. The connectors will be available for the 1260-nanometer to 1360nm and 1430-nm to 1580-nm wavelengths, the company said.

Production Products
Production Products Co. debuted its
new indoor push-on F-connector. The
"Quik-Lok-F" connector comes in two
versions (for RG-59 and RG-6 drop
cable) and can work on any drop cable
specified with 40 percent to 80 perContinued on page 54
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(with image capture)

(information channels)

Canadian Office:
203 Manin Cres., Saskatoon, Sask, Canada S7K 7W8

Call Now for More Information
1128 E. Greenway -Mesa, AZ 85203
Phone: 602-264-7275 Fax: 602-898-7667

Ph: (306) 934 -6884 Fx: (306) 934 -6447
US Office:
147-West Main Street, Dayton, PA USA 16222

Ph: (814) 257-8210 Ex: (814) 257-8633

NEW Model 9660
Slimline IRD

• Only 13/4" of vertical rack space

Panasonic supplies afull line of professional and industrial video equipment for production, editing, playback
and pay-per-view. Panasonic markets video products for
the VHS, SVHS, MII and D-3 formats and cable converters with & without volume control.

Phone: (201) 392-4709

Our customers are the winners.

Fax: (201) 392-6821

Path Distance
Fade Margin
Signal Levels
Number of Channels
Dish Size
Terminal Equipment
Interface Devices

Call 800-722-2009

Scientific
Atlanta

PANASONIC BROADCAST & TELEVISION
SYSTEMS COMPANY, CABLE SYSTEMS DIVISION
Panasonic Way, 3E-7, Secaucus, NJ 07094

TEST VARIABLES

• VideoCipher® Il Plus descrambler
module
• C or Ku band compatible

18 GHz
SYSTEM

12 GHz
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Microwave Path Simulator Test Facility
Video Display & Analytical Test Data

COMMUNICATIONS

14405 N. Scottsdale Road

(800) 666-4441 FAX (602) 998-8701

Scottsdale,
(602) 948-4484
Arizona 85254

NEW Model 9656
Addressable IRD System
• Compatible with ESPN Blackout
switching
• Integral 6:1 [NB switch
• 40 character LCD display

Call 800-722-2009

Scientific
Atlanta

Our customers are the winners.

Headend Manager
System Controller
• Restore failed channels remotely
• Automatically control all switching
and channel selections
• Other new status monitoring and
control features

Call 800-722-2009

Scientific
Atlanta

Our customers are the winners.

INTRODUCTORY
OFFER ONLY
$425!

Calan, Inc.

717-828-2356
FAX 717-828-2472

STAR 2010 SLMS
-Frequency agile
-Tunable 50 to 550 MHz
-Low-profile rack-mount unit
-Baseband video/600 ohm
balanced audio out

cable
products
708/391-7702
FAX 708/391-8569

•Measures 36 channels in
0.8 seconds
•Measures scrambled
channels accurately
•Performs FCC 24 hour test
•Measures to 1GHz
•Single Channel
Measurement Mode

•Four Channel
Adjustment Mode
•Channel Scan Modce
•Spectrum Scan Mode
•Screen Dumps &
Formalized Reports
•90 File Memory Storage

FF-1200 FEATURE FINDER
Laser Precision
Corp. manufactures
a complete line of
portable fiber optic test
equipment, including
the FF -1200 Feature
Finder, which is ideal
for CATV testing, and
the LP-5000 series,
our new hand held
power meters and
light sources.
(315) 797-4449
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QUALITY RF
SERVICES, INC
External Modulation—the most powerful
system efficient technology available for
AM fiber optic transmission.
(800) 448-5171 •(315) 682-9105

PHILIPS
Philips Broadband Networks, Inc.
100 Fairgrounds Drive, Manlius, NY 13104
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NEW STANDBY POWER SUPPLY
RMS Electronics Inc.

NEW!!
Multi-Dwelling & Rack Mounted
RF Amplifiers

FEATURING
Feedforward & Quadra-Power Technology

(800)-327-9767
NEW LE II
Line Extender
• High efficiency power supply
• Optional wideband AGC
• 750 MHz ready
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Call For A Brochure (800) 223-8312
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RMS ELECTRONICS, INC.

FSA Variable FITT
• Save coax and upgrade to 550
MHz
• Retain existing bridger locations
• Space for future 750 MHz
• Minimize downtime

Call 800-722-2009
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Atlanta
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MINEX..a little solution to your big problems
Selectable horizontal/vertical porting
Push-Pull or Power Doubled to 750 MHz
All controls built in: no plug-ins required
External Matched test points
Local AC Power Supply Inject port
Variable bandwidth Equalizers and Slope

Reduce power consumption
Decrease enclosure sizes
Lower capital equipment costs
Let MINEX help you...
Triple Crown Electronics
4560 Fieldgate Drive, Mississauga, Ontario, Canada.
Tel 416-629-1111 Fax 416-629-1115

OPTICAL REACH ®
Fiber Optic Cable
Manufactured By:

Comm/Scope, Inc.

External Modulation—the most powerful,
system efficient technology available for
AM fiber optic transmission.
(800) 448-5171 •(315) 682-9105

THEgable in Cable TV

PHILIPS

PHILIPS

Hickory, NC •800/982-1708

Philips Broadband Networks, Inc.
100 Fairgrounds Drive, Manlius, NY 13104
Ph: (315) 682-9105, Fax: (315) 682-9006,
(800) 448-5171 (in NYS 800-522-7464)

Addressable Interdiction

8600 Advanced
Set-Top Terminal

• 450 MHz jamming

• Reduces truck rolls
• Ideal for MDUs and other high
churn, high theft areas

• No \Ai Zen' hand Jerrold
compatible
• New RF -Bypass switch available
• Lowest parts count of any
addressable set-top

Call 800-722-2009

Call 800-722-2009
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Atlanta

Scientific
Atlanta
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Our customers are the winners.
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increasingly complex communications marketplace.
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SCIE EXPO WRAP-UP

Picture quality:
It just keeps
getting better
Thirty-four years ago, participants
in aTASO study said television signals with a28 dB signal-to-noise ratio
were "slightly annoying." Anyone who
has had the misfortune to see asignal
at that level today would likely find
the picture incomprehensibly bad, and
were it asubscriber, would be making
abeeline to the phone book to call in a
complaint.
Fortunately, picture quality has
improved significantly since then, and
at an Expo workshop on the subject
last month, CableLab's director of
advanced television Brian James
recounted afew more recent surveys
that showed the remarkable perception changes our nation's public has
made.
For instance, James said, a1983
TASO survey revealed that the same
designator—"slightly annoying"—
characterized apicture with 38 dB
C/N; just last year, astudy conducted
by CableLabs and Jerrold
Communications by Bronwen
Lindsay-Jones found that participants
were even more selective. In that
study, a45 dB signal was dubbed
"slightly annoying."
What does this all mean? Primarily,
James said, it means that "the viewing public is getting much more discriminating about the quality of their
televisions." That's because other,
high quality video and audio sources,
like laser disc players, are giving
viewers areference for comparison.
In the CableLabs/Jerrold test,
impairments including random noise,
phase noise, microreflections, composite triple beat and envelope delay
were examined.
"The bottom line is, are you delivering 'slightly annoying' pictures to your
subscribers?" James asked the group.
"This is something you may want to
take in consideration when you're
planning for the new technical standards on picture quality and for your
upcoming rebuilds and upgrades."
Continuing the discussion was Rich
Annibaldi, product development manager for Pioneer, who explained the
impact consumer electronics advances
do and will have on cable television
engineering. "You guys have to realize
what's happening (on the consumer
electronics side)—sets are getting bigger and better, and we need to match

that with superior picture quality,"
Annibaldi told attendees.
Along those lines, Annibaldi said,
high-end television sets now have
over 800 horizontal lines of resolution.
In the workshop, Annibaldi showed
attendees atest set-up in which he
used two signal sources—a lab-grade
NTSC signal and aconsumer-grade
laser disc signal—between which he
could switch back and forth with various still images to illustrate what he

called the "threshold of perceptibility
under controlled conditions with best
case equipment."
"The bottom line is," Annibaldi said
before breaking the audience into
small groups for hands-on analysis,
"modern televisions and equipment
provides extremely good pictures. We
as an industry need to understand the
equipment that's currently available
so that we can keep our subscribers
happy." CED

HP lowers your CATV test
time at the push of abutton.

HP's portable CATV analyzer speeds up
troubleshooting.
When there's trouble in your CATV System, find it fast. The
HP 85711A portable CATV analyzer's labor-saving functions cut
test time. Its system sweep and troubleshooting capabilities
locate problems quickly. And intuitive, softkey operations make
it easy to use. Prices start at just $9,000*. Add our system monitoting software for preventive maintenance and choose from a
wide variety of other options to meet your specific needs.
So start saving test time now. Call 1-800-452-4844, and ask
for Ext. 2992. We'll send you avideo tape and data sheet that
explain how the HP 85711A portable analyzer makes faster
CATV testing push-button easy.

There is abetter way.
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SCIE EXPO WRAP-UP
Continued from page 47
cent braid and is said to work well on
varied braid prep lengths. The new
connector offers RFI protection of 85
dB to 90 dB (or drop cable equivalent)
and its retention force is specified at
between 25 pounds and 35 pounds.

tions. The housing is compatible with
various fiber architectures, including
fiber-to-the-feeder (FTF), backbone,
CAN and supertrunks. Compact in
design, the aluminum cabinet occupies one rack space in standard 19inch and 23-inch frames.

Sage Alerting

StormWatcher Systems

Sage Alerting Systems and
Dynatech Cable Products Group introduced the first integrated audio/video
cable television override system for
alerting purposes at the Expo. The
Sage I/ACM system takes advantage
of Sage's wide area alerting system
and combines it with the messaging
capability of Dynatech's ACM system
to provide an all-channel message system that delivers audio and video on
all or a selected number of channels
with information from emergency
actuation centers.
Scientific-Atlanta
Scientific Atlanta showed off its
new "Headend Manager" controller
that allows remote backup of any
channel in aheadend or in the distribution plant. A new data communications bus, to be a standard feature of
S-A's new digital headend gear as
well as its new "Slimline" IRD, will
make possible monitoring and control
of modulators, signal processors,
receivers and descramblers in aheadend as well as optical fiber and distribution gear, said Dave Fellows, S-A
president, transmission systems division.
S-A also will be showing a new
addressable IRD used for programming blackouts as well as the "LE-II,"
a new line extender capable of automatic gain control and featuring a
high-efficiency power supply. S-A officials say the new LE can be cascaded
beyond the typical two or three
devices.
Also new: a programmable remote
control that works with numerous settop descramblers, Digital Music
Express and Digital Cable Radio
tuners as well. The $15 remote works
with S-A's 8500 and 8600 series terminals and Jerrold's 550, Starcom CS,
XT, VI, 7000 and Tocom 5503 and
5507 series set-tops. The new remote
also is compatible with Pioneer 6100
series boxes.
Siecor
New from Siecor is a coupler housing designed to protect optical fibers
and couplers used in cable applica-

Cable operators who want to offer
local subscribers a customized local
weather channel can purchase acomplete
turnkey
system
from
StormWatcher. Based in Buena Vista,
Colo., the system offers all required
rooftop instruments for collecting and
transmitting info to astudio while the
unique software generates striking
color graphics via computer.
Tektronix
New from Tektronix is its 2714
Cable TV spectrum analyzer, which
the company is touting as the "smallest, lightest full-featured cable TV
spectrum analyzer in the world." The
device addresses all field measurements for the RF domain required by
the FCC, Tek officials said. It weighs
22 pounds, can be carried in one hand
and is designed for use throughout
the system, from headend to hub site
to subscriber drop.
Also new from Tek is a handheld
optical power meter with ±0.1 dB
accuracy, which they say is the highest accuracy of any handheld optical
power meter available. The TFC200
Fiberchamp, as it is called, was
designed to address the continuing
move from coaxial cable and
microwave to fiber optics as amedium
for signal distribution. It weighs less
than one pound and makes optical
power and loss measurements in
either a logarithmic (dBm) or linear
(watts) scale on single-mode or multimode fiber.
Also new are the DS 1450-1 TV
demodulator system, designed to be
used by cable operators to demod signals for use with baseband video measurement devices, and the TDC-10
tunable downconverter that provides
selectable RF-to-IF frequency conversion to lower CTB and phase noise.
Trilogy Communications
Trilogy Communications Inc. and
Sumitomo Electric Fiber Optics Corp.
have signed a marketing agreement
allowing Trilogy to sell Sumitomo
optical fiber products and equipment.
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Under terms of the non-exclusive
agreement, Trilogy officials will work
with Sumitomo in design work and
price quotations whenever fiber-tofeeder projects are involved.
Sumitomo believes that Trilogy's air
dielectric cable offers cable operators
the least loss over coaxial cable, providing the best signal level to the end
of the network.
Also, Trilogy named James Oldham
sales vice president. Oldham comes to
Trilogy from Comm/Scope and Times
Fiber, where he held various sales
management positions.
Wavetek Communications
In apact with possibly far-reaching
implications, AM Communications
and Wavetek Communications
Division have agreed to explore joint
business opportunities in the automated network testing area.
Initially, the two firms will investigate the market for automated testing
systems specifically addressing the
Federal
Communications
Commission's new technical standards. Since AM already supplies status monitoring systems for Jerrold,
Texscan, Augat and Raynet (and is in
discussions with C-COR Electronics),
it's conceivable that a common network management platform could
ultimately evolve, combining telemetry and control functions.
Separately, for example, ScientificAtlanta has developed a communications bus allowing remote monitoring
and control of headend or plant equipment. The pact further confirms a
blurring of the lines between instrumentation and network monitoring,
exemplified perhaps most clearly by
the Philips Broadband Networks
"MLM" system, which combines signal analysis and traditional status
monitoring functions in one control
system.
A second strategic partnership with
Cable Leakage Technologies will
result in aleakage measuring system
using global positioning satellite technology. The "Wavetracker" system
combines Wavetek's CLM 1000 leakage monitor with aGPS receiver that
automatically monitors vehicle position and polls the CLM 1000 for leakage readings.
According to Wavetek product marketing specialist Steve Windle, 60
miles worth of plant can be monitored
by asingle vehicle in one day. CUD
By Roger Brown, Leslie Ellis
and Gary Kim

SCIE EXPO WRAP-UP

Outages: Two strikes, and you're outta there
At least in baseball, players get
three strikes before they're out. Not so
in cable TV. According to aViacom
customer service survey, subscribers
are twice as likely to downgrade if
outages occur more than two times in
athree-month span. In an Expo technical workshop on outages, CableLabs
director of technical operations projects Scott Bachman revealed this and
other outage-related statistics in a
presentation that detailed the workings of his company's outage task
force.
One of the goals of the outage task
force, Bachman said, was to determine the affect of cable outages on
customers—and some of the early
findings still have cable execs reeling.
In the September 1991 edition of
Consumers Report, for example, 25
percent of the persons polled claimed
dissatisfaction with their cable service; 60 percent had suffered outages
which typically occurred four or more
times per year and lasted less than
half aday.
Similarly, arecent Jones Intercable
poll revealed that 55 percent of its
customers saw outages as their number-one concern. "So obviously, there
is astrong linking between outages
and overall service," Bachman said.
But there's more. Apparently, duration of outages is afairly big issue,
too. Viacom's study also revealed that
35 percent of the subscribers polled
were "mildly to very upset" with an
outage as brief as one minute. Fiftynine percent didn't take a10-minute
outage very kindly, and an outage of
one hour sent 79 percent away grumbling.
"Those statistics suggest that if
today's restorations take 45 minutes
to an hour to complete, the damage
has already been done," Bachman told
the audience. "You can't just go out
there and pull out an amplifier—the
impact is on overall service."
To that end, Bachman explained
that the CableLabs task force is now
looking at methods of outage detection
that will bring 24-hour per day, seven
day per week functionality to cable
systems. Outage tracking, he said, is
also acritical issue, as is system reliability modeling.
One initial conclusion of the outage
task force relates to reliability monitoring. Systems with cascades of 25
amplifiers or more will likely exceed
two outages in three months,

Bachman explained.

However, there comes apoint when
further reduction of cascades won't
provide much benefit. Bachman said
the point of reduced effectiveness
is reached at about 12 amps in cascade.
Also, Bachman said the task force
has determined that power supplies
should not exceed seven in cascade.
Lastly, Bachman said the group is
investigating the protection of outside
plant and headends, specifically looking at voltage clamping and crowbar
circuits and ensuring that surge and
transient protection devices withstand the ANSI/IEEE test of 6
KV/3KA. "This way, operators can go
to (power supply manufacturers) and
say, 'I want to know how you did on
the test.' "
Continuing the discussion on outages and reliability monitoring was
Robert Moel, VP of engineering for
Viacom Cable, who noted that reliability is becoming as important afactor as carrier-to-noise, because "you
want to use it as adesign tool before
you go out and build that plant."
Why is reliability modeling so
important? Because, as Moel
explained to the workshop attendees,
cable is an industry that is rapidly
moving toward serving other, more
commercialized clients. "Yes, we serve
mostly residential customers now,"
Moel said. "But Ithink the time will
come when we'll have more commercial subscribers—and they'll have
much higher demands on the reliability of our plant."
Because cable system reliability is
related to all of its disparate parts,
Moel suggested adding up all the failure for all the components within a
system to come up with an overall
number for system reliability.
"The first question is, what do I
want to track? Then, Ihave to pick
the worst-case time for outages and
consider an interval in which Iwant
to collect data," Moel said of the data
collection process. "Then, just start
counting failures and categorizing
them."
After that, Moel suggested calculating the mean time between failures
(MTBF, which is typically represented
by the tsymbol). "Correctly estimating the reliability performance of your
plant can be done easily on aPC, and
it permits us to remain competitive,"
Moel said in closing. cm)
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Hranac named SCTE chairman;
Wolfe is member of year
Ron Hranac, vice president of engineering for Coaxial Analysts, was
appointed SCTE Chairman of the
Board, confirming widely circulated
speculation. The election of officers
came during the Society of Cable
Television Engineers' board of directors meeting held just prior to last
month's Engineering Conference and
Cable-Tec Expo.
Hranac, who defeated Region 8
Director Jack Trower for the post, will
serve just asingle term before he is
forced to leave the board in accordance with SCTE bylaws. Hranac and
Trower are both former Society presidents; Hranac was president of the
SCTE in 1988-89 and was followed
into that office by Trower ayear later.
Hranac's new title reflects abylaw
change that elevates the position of
SCTE president to chairman of the
board and Executive Vice President
William Riker to the position of president. The new structure also resulted
in vice chairman titles for the eastern
and western vice presidents.
In addition to Hranac, the board
elected the following officers: Michael
Smith of Adelphia Communications
was named eastern vice chairman;
Tom Elliot, Tele-Communications

Inc., western vice chairman; Rich
Henkemeyer, Paragon Cable, secretary; and Mark Wilson, Multimedia,
treasurer. Walt Ciciora of American
Television and Communications was
named additional board member on
the Executive Committee.
Hranac was presented with the
chairman's gavel by outgoing president Wendell Woody during the annual awards luncheon. Woody, who has
tirelessly led the Society through two
years of sweeping changes, can now
settle into his role as director of fiber
optics for Anixter Cable TV.
During the awards luncheon,
incoming SCTE chairman Hranae
briefly outlined anew "mission statement" adopted by the Society as it
prepares for the future. Attendees at
this year's Engineering Conference
were exposed to the familiar SCTE
logo accompanied by the words
"Training, Standards and
Certification." Hranac said this was
the result of arecent meeting in
which the board of directors identified
36 goals and objectives for the next
several years.
It seems that for the first time in its
history, SCTE executives are weighing an ambitious long-term strategy
that envisions
possible ownership of its own
training center
and potential
increases in membership from the
current level.
Among the nearterm objectives is
possible revamping of BCT/E
course material to
reflect changing
industry technology. SCTE officials
also are weighing
possible creation
of new certification categories
that wouldn't
require completion of the full
battery of courses
and examinations
now required for
technician or
Outgoing SCTE President Wendell Woody, left, passes the
engineer recognigavel to Ron Hranac, incoming chairman of the board.
tion, say SCTE
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Ron Wolfe, manager ofATC's National
Training Center, was given the coveted
SCTE Member of the Year award in
recognition of his training efforts.
officials.
As such, the Society will focus its
efforts on training its members to
understand new, emerging technologies, certify them as competent engineers and technicians, and develop
standards for the next generation of
technical personnel. Hranac added
that the Society plans to continue its
exponential growth, and will seek to
sign up more of the industry's estimated 40,000 technical employees as
members.
Also during the awards luncheon,
Riker announced that the Society has
officially exceeded the 10,000-member
milestone. A series of new memberships spurred by the Expo took the
total to 10,023 members as of June
13, Riker announced. The membership is served by 59 chapters and 14
meeting groups now that the
Magnolia Meeting Group of Brandon,
Miss. has been elevated to chapter
status.
Wolfe named Member of Year
In recognition of his efforts in training cable television technical personnel, Ron Wolfe, manager of American
Television and Communications'
national training center, was selected
as the SCTE's 1992 member of the
year during the annual awards luncheon.
Wolfe, who has held avariety of
posts at both the system and corporate level, came to ATC in 1987. Since
that time, he overhauled the curriculum, which led to aquadrupling of
enrollments at the training center.
Also, ATC corporate executives

SCTE EXPO WRAP-UP
were selected by outgoing SCTE
President Wendell Woody to receive
the prestigious President's Award.
Woody, who noted that acable operating company had never received the
award before, said ATC 'earned" the
award for its technological leadership,

throughout Europe.
In addition, Rex Porter, Jim
Stilwell and Dave Willis were inducted into the SCTE Hall of Fame for
their efforts on behalf of the cable
industry. Also, Jack Gobbo of United
Artists Cable of Santa Cruz, Calif.

We've gotten
quite areaction
for American-made
Strand at
Competitive
Prices.

American Television and Communications was presented with the 1992 SCTE
President's Award. Accepting the honor are, from left, Ron Wolfe, Jim Chiddix
and Jay Vaughan.
its commitment to training and wide
representation within SCTE chapters
and meeting groups.

received took first-place honors in the
Field Operations Award competition
for his aluminum "jack knife" idea
that doesn't scratch the cable center
Elliot leads list
conductor. Gobbo was giveh $1,000 in
cash for his idea,
Tom Elliot, vice
which cost "about
president of techabuck." Fred Hall
nology for Teleof Cablevision of
Communications
Hauppauge, N.Y.
SCTE executives
Inc., led alist of
and William
special award
Gorecki of
recipients honored
MetroVision of
are weighing
during the annual
Detroit won secawards luncheon.
ond- and thirdElliot received
place, respectivean ambitious
the Special
ly.
Recognition
Personal
long-term strategy.
Award, given by
Achievement
the staff of SCTE,
Awards were
for his efforts in
given to Pierre
organizing and leading the interface
Cubbage of MegaHertz Sales, James
practices subcommittee. This subcomFronk of Multimedia, Don Gall of
mittee was the first to work on stanATC, Mark Graalman of Buckeye
dards development and just recently
Cablevision and Mark Wuller of
settled on the specifications for the
Continental Cablevision. Finally, 22
female F-port. Those specs have been
SCTE members were elevated to
approved by SCTE and are presently
senior-member status. CED
under review by CENELEC for use
Compiled by Roger Brown
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INTERACTIVE TV
tems to go into consumer-targeted products and personal digital assistants.
IBM apparently sees revenue potenLiebhold described four places in the
tial not just in selling hardware and
home where Apple sees computer powoperating networks, but in partnering in
er at work: ahome entertainment centhe creation and selling of services. But,
ter, centers for work-at-home and home
observed the widely read columnist
study, and "an alcove in the kitchen"
Michael Schrage in the San Jose Merwhere bills get paid and electronic Yelcury News recently in apseudo-memo to
low Pages are consulted. Liebhold said
IBM Chairman John Akers: "The issue
Apple is interested in bringing funcisn't that technology creates convertionality to all these venues, adding:
gence; it's where does IBM want to po"Whether one of those (devices) is asetsition itself as technologies come totop box is agood question."
gether? You don't buy convergence,
Apple sees an architecture where "the
John, you grow it."
operating environment is decoupled
Schrage recalled IBM's costly failures
from the transport channel," said Liebat trying to buy into telephony (Rolm)
hold, so that content can flow over cable,
and consumer videodisks (DiscoVision).
ISDN, wireless, or whatever.
And besides, he asked, "Why get cozy
"We're also doing experiments in scalwith acable TV outfit when you know
able image formats so that you can exthat the Baby Bells will soon be able to
tract lower-resolution images from highprovide video on demand in competiresolution images depending on the
tion with cable operators?"
channel capacity or the computational
Schrage's advice was to make money
power you have."
selling digital signal processor chips
What is the timetable? VLSI integraand promote an open "video operating
tion takes time, so Liebhold sees aprosystem" cheap enough for everyone.
totyping phase beginning now, followed
"IBM's challenge isn't buying up ...
by implementation in 1995-1996. Others
exclusive access to the top 20 cable sysbelieve that Apple could move faster
tems; it's crafting the architectures that
than that. Full-time Apple-watchers (a
make multimedia convergence possimajor industry) praise Sculley's vision,
ble. To be sure, that's what Apple is
but describe a company that's often
trying to do."
pulled in many directions by competIBM officials counter that Schrage
ing projects (insiders joke of Apple's
rather misconstrued their strategy and
"strategy du jour").
that the company's focus is not on acquiring content but on abroader crossMicrosoft woos developers
industry collaboration to make digital
interactive television areality.
By contrast, unity of vision, albeit
Apple, in the opinion of consultant
with fits and starts, characterizes MiEdens, views multimedia as its "nextcrosoft under benevolent monarch
step differentiator," having given up its
Gates.
monopoly on the graphical user interface
Microsoft, too, is focusing on scalawith the emergence of Windows. The
bility. Within its Multimedia and Conway to do that is with enhanced sound
sumer Systems Group, under Rob
and video capabilities.
Glaser, ateam is working closely with
"I'd predict that within two years the
cable engineers and others to create inbasic off-the-shelf Mac will be able to
teroperable subsets of Windows for contake TV in and put TV out, as well as
sumer devices, known in Microsoftcomputer video, which is quite different.
speak as "digital appliances."
It could even have the CCD camera or
The functionality of the Multimedia
Handycam built right into the computExtensions to Windows 3.0 was largely
er." Video mail, anyone?
collapsed into current mega-seller WinEdens says that current MPEG1-qualdows 3.1. At aconference for developers
ity digital video would be dismissed by
in March, Gates touted the company's
the average viewer as "a broken televiMultimedia Developers' Kit and its Mesion." To Liebhold, however, digital
dia Control Interface, which supports divideo is "low definition television,"
verse input sourcing. He noted that Miwhich, he says, "we believe could have as
crosoft also has its own still-unnamed
equally important an impact as highsoftware-only motion video technolodefinition television."
gy—a QuickTime equivalent. He also
In Tokyo last year, Sculley outlined
painted abeguiling vision of anew ophis vision of what he called "P3TV," a
erating environment, Windows New
third generation of television that is
Technology.
"scalable, interactive and personalized."
Gates seemed to be veritably begging
For scalability, Apple says it's creating
software developers to produce multidownsized versions of its operating sysContinued from page 39
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media programming for Windows. At
the same time, though, insiders say that
Microsoft, true to its pattern with MSDOS and Windows of selling its own
application software as well as operating systems, will spend many millions
of dollars developing multimedia applications.
Providing ahint of Gates's in-home
pyrotechnics to come, the young billionaire has been buying up reproduction rights to the artwork housed in
major museums through anew company, Interactive Home Systems Inc. First
expected display venue: Gates's own
squillion-dollar home now under construction.
Exploring the TV and cable realm,
Microsoft planners and engineers are
struck by the virtual absence of standards in such areas as infrared remotes
and analog data transmission, said one
Microsoft planner who asked not to be
named. Microsoft's people working on
developing the multimedia environment
are vehement in their advocacy of open,
developer-friendly standards.
"Digital video will succeed in the way
the PC industry has succeeded only if
thousands of individuals can develop
content for it—if they can pick up a
camera and shoot adocumentary or a
movie," the planner noted.
Conclusion
In this article, some light has been
shed on alikely emerging market for inhome, multimedia services delivered by
cable and telcos. For years now, futurists
and technologists have nurtured the vision of "tele-everything." For the most
part, companies have lost millions pursuing that vision too avidly or too fast.
Akira Amano, whose Tokyo-based
New Media magazine dances on Asia's
video leading edge, urges people to look
to Singapore to see the world's multimedia future.
There, he argued, companies like
NEC, Fujitsu and IBM are creating a
does-it-all digital multimedia telecomputing infrastructure in a way that
Japanese ministries, jealous of their
competing fiefdoms, wouldn't permit in
Japan.
Maybe. Or maybe the unifying vision is
elsewhere, in some boardroom or laboratory.
Or in next week's trade publication, or at
the next industry conclave. We wait ... for
more pieces of the puzzle. CED
Robert Wells ofthe Lenrwa Group, Boulder,
Colo., writes tmde press articles and market
research studies about emerging
telecommunications markets.
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Fiber to the serving area:
Upgrades to 550 MHz and
beyond
D

uring 1989 and 1990, major cable
operators began utilizing fiberbased distribution architectures.
Fiber optics, akey part of asystem upgrade strategy, was used to reduce trunk
cascades, thereby improving end-of-line
specs and overall system reliability.
During the upgrade evaluation and
planning process, many operators found
amajority of their current distribution
plant was stretched: 270 MHz spacing
operating at 300
MHz.
The existing
coaxial cable was
in good shape and
was capable of
passing RF up
through 550 MHz.
However, to
maintain existing STAR #1
trunk station loOr
cations at 550
MHz would re- HEADEND
quire a 32 dB to
HUB
33 dB gain feedforward trunk
amplifier, which
was not available
at the time. In
fact, one does not
exist today that still provides full auto
control range.
Rather than undertake acostly and
disruptive trunk rebuild or respacing
program, the operator elected to perform a 450 MHz drop-in upgrade utilizing 29-dB feedforward trunk stations.
At the same time, the feeder plant was
upgraded to 550 MHz by adding and
respacing line extenders where necessary.
With the continued development of
fiber optics to the cable TV industry,
new architectures appeared on the horizon. Some systems decided to "wait and
see" if the new fiber-to-the-feeder (FTF)
approach might economically get them
to 550 MHz.
Fiber-to-the-feeder was introduced as
an architecture which eliminated
By Gregory Hardy, Marketing
Manager, Distribution Products,
Scientific-Atlanta

trunk/bridger amplifiers while increasing the extent and cost-effective use of
fiber.

of FSA.
FSA-Variable FITT

Fiber to the serving area

To meet this challenge, the variable
FITT (Forward Intermediate/TermiScientific-Atlanta took the concept
nating Trunk) architecture was develone step further by considering FTF in
oped. FSA-FITT (see Figure 2) combines
the broader context of fiber-to-the-servthe economic value of an upgrade with
ing-area. FSA begins with aservice area
the subscriber service benefits of areof 2,000 to 2,500 homes and works back
build. The Variable FITT architecture is
a version of the
fiber overlay approach, similar to
Fiber-To-The-Serving Area
fiber backbone.
Rebuild Scenario
Feeder connecStar Architecture
tions
at
trunk/bridger locations are maintained by converting existing trunk
stations to FITT
AM NODE
EXPRESS
stations with dual
STAR
FEEDER
output
PHD
DST. OR SYSTEM AMP
bridgers.
Forward
STAR #3
trunk amplification is separated
from the bridger
function and is
now provided by
two-port distributoward the headend, using avariety of
tion amplifiers or system amplifiers lofiber techniques to most effectively accated between the FITT/bridger stacomplish the system's service goals.
tions. The FITT module's variable plugThe FSA architecture brings many
in passive (splitter or directional coubenefits to CATV operators. By dividing
pler) controls the bridger input level to
the system into distinct service areas
adjust for the station's location/spacing
with short amplifier cascades extending
relative to the forward distribution or
from acentral AM fiber node, improved
system amplifier.
end-of-line specs, higher system reliaThe architecture also provides an ecobility, and bandwidth expansion to 550
nomic upgrade path to 550 MHz. ConMHz and beyond are now possible. In
version to 550 MHz is now possible with
addition, the FSA footprint allows the
the existing cable plant configuration no
cable operator to position for future serlonger alimitation to the upgrade stratvice and revenue opportunities.
egy.
Early in its development, FSA only offered astar architecture option (see FigProcess of conversion
ure 1) which was economically and logistically appealing for acomplete sysThe conversion of aconventional treetem rebuild. But in order to reduce capand-branch architecture to FSA-FITT
ital outlays, many cable operators wantmaximizes plant construction efficiency,
ed to use as much of their existing cable
while minimizing subscriber system
plant as possible. The challenge was to
outages and downtime. As with all FSA
develop an economic approach to uparchitectures, the system design and
grades that still provided all the benefits
construction process begins at the far-

yJ.
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the trunk or complete a major
put hybrids to provide higher output to
thest section of the cascade or any captrunk/bridger relocation in order to
the feeder network and support for extive area. The AM fiber node is spliced
achieve 550 MHz capability.
tended bandwidth.
in between two existing bridger locaWith variable FITT, potentially thou•Distribution amplifier/system amtions at the center of the selected cassands of dollars in labor and materials
plifier. Used to provide forward (trunk)
cade segment. The design size of the
are potentially saved per mile over a
RF signal amplification and auto conserving area and the desired number
trol. These products provide alterna - trunk rebuild because bridger/feeder
of amplifiers in cascade determine the fiinterconnects renal node placemained
in their exment point. A
Flber-To-The-Serving Area
isting locations.
general design
Conversion Scenario
Compared to a
guideline calls a
Variable FITT Architecture
trunk/bridger relomaximum of eight
cation, variable
amplifiers in casFITT requires less
cade from any
new cable and fewfiber node (four on
A
A
er connectors, and
A
the trunk, one
eliminates
the
bridger and up to
A
A
A
need for jumpers
three line extenA
A
A
A
NODE
—
.
and splice bars.
ders).
This material sav411
The variable
ings may provide
FITT and dual
v
VV
the construction
output bridger
V
V
V
manager an atamplifiers replace
4
tractive economic
the existing trunk
V
alternative.
and bridger staHigh perfortion modules. To
mance.
The FSAachieve the de\
Intermediate Bridger Station
variable FITT arsired direction
P
I> System Amp or Distribution Amp
chitecture typically
and level of signal
I> Line Extender
calls for an eightflow in the variamplifier cascade.
able FITT mod
When combined with fiber optics, typiule, the engineer installs the appropritives in RF hybrid technology and allow
cal end-of-line performance includes 49
ate plug-in passives and sets the direcfor increased serviceability and upgraddB carrier-to-noise and -53 dB CSO and
ability.
tional RF jumpers. Two-port system
CTB. With these specifications, the opamplifiers or distribution amplifiers are
erator can easily provide HDTV and
Benefits
spliced into the existing trunk cable
other future services.
and spaced for the desired forward bandImproved reliability. A shift to the
width of 550 MHz.
FSA-variable FITT architecture will alThe above activities are completed
low the system to recognize significant
during one late evening period, allowing
benefits in CATV distribution plant rethe system to be on-line again in the
liability with FSA-FITT. Shorter RF
morning. The feeder plant is upgraded
With variable FITT,
amplifier cascades promise to signifiduring the daytime when outages are
cantly reduce the extent of an outage
minimized to very small pockets of subthousands of dollars
should an equipment failure occur. In
scribers. On aneighborhood basis, each
addition, the implementation of simbridger leg is converted to the higher
pler, less expensive distribution and
bandwidth capability; sometimes line
in labor and
system amplifiers means amore reliable
extenders are relocated or added to the
trunking network. Finally, the throughcascade.
materials are saved
trunk leg of the variable-FITT is passive,
ensuring that an RF hybrid failure in
New product requirements
the station will not cause adownstream
per mile over atrunk
system outage.
Several new products are required to
Subscriber service. Another imsupport the fiber-to-the-serving area
portant benefit of the FSA-variable FITT
variable FITT architecture:
rebuild
architecture is the short subscriber ser•Variable FITT Module. Fits in the
vice outage period during the upgrade.
trunk module location of the trunk staBy dividing the conversion process into
tion. It uses aplug-in passive to divide
two distinct phases, the cable operator
the RF signal between the through
completes the trunk portion during the
Economy. The most significant bentrunk leg and the input to the bridger.
efit of the FSA-variable FITT to the caevening and pocket feeder upgrades
The variable FITT also provides RF sigble operator is the reduced capital reduring the day. Because bridger/feeder
nal directors to control signal flow from
interconnects are not disturbed during
quirements for asystem conversion comeither direction.
pared to a rebuild. In a stretched
the conversion, total subscriber outages
•PHD Dual Output Bridger. Fits into
are significantly less than that of other
the bridger location of the trunk sta270/300 MHz existing trunk spacing,
upgrade scenarios that involve respacan operator may need to either rebuild
tion. The dual bridger contains two out60
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Introducing the latest anivals to the Comm/
Scope cable family, QR 715 and Optical Reach. Two
cables that are so perfect for each other, we think of
them as twins. QR 715 offers all the benefits of our
Quantum Reach cable family, 1Ghz at no premium
price, superior handling and low loss...plus one other
important factor. It answers the question of what
coax to use in afiber rich architecture.
Then there's our Optical Reach Fiber Optic
cable, which you must also get to know. With multiple or central buffer tube configurations. Armored
or non-armored. From two to 144 fibers. The perfect
fiber component in afiber trunk to feeder or hybrid
system. Best when used with twin cable, QR 715.
You know the name. Comm/Scope. THE Cable
In Cable TV The only cable company that makes
Circle Reader Service No. 56

and delivers acomplete line of coax and fiber optic
cable products. VVith the most reliable and knowledgeable, as well as one of the oldest names in cable.
Now you know something more. The name of our
twins. QR 715 and Optical Reach.
If you'd like to get to know them better, call
your nearest Comm/Scope representative or distributor or call us at (800) 9821708. Remember.
We deliver'

Comm/Scope, Inc.

THE Cable in Cable IV.
Comm/Scope, Inc., PO. Box 1729
1375 Lenoir-Rhyne Blvd., Hickory NC 28602
Phone: (800) 982-1708 or (704)324-2200
Fax: (704) 328-2400.

FIBER ARCHITECTURE
ing trunk stations and adding more cable.
Simplified construction and
maintenance. The deployment of FSAvariable FITT architecture allows construction managers to gain significant
savings through efficient construction
and coordination efforts. The variable
FITT/dual bridger station fits neatly in
place of the existing trunk/bridger. No
jumpers, splice bars, external splitters
or directional couplers are required, so
unwanted signal suckouts are avoided.

With the new architecture, the construction activities are segregated into
day and evening activities. This twophase approach, with FITT stations and
distribution/system amps in the evening
and line extenders during the day, simplifies the coordination efforts and reduces system downtime.
The variable FITT module uses RF
jumpers to control signal flow direction
through the station. This additional feature eliminates the need to resplice and
turn around stations in the future be-

Fusion Splicing

cause of increased fiber deployment.
Finally, the FSA-variable FITT architecture design uses constant mid40s RF output levels throughout the
CATV plant.
Expanded bandwidth planning.
Through the implementation of the new
architecture, cable operators may easily complete a bandwidth jump from
270/300 MHz to 550 MHz without rebuilding the trunk network. Because
the trunk and bridger functions are now
segregated, an operator may select to
space the forward distribution or system
amplifiers at 650/750 MHz for very lit-

PCS, alternate
access and switched
video are all
compatible with the
architecture.

Fiber Optic

Fus i
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Splicer

Low cost, smaii and lightweight, precise
positioning with autofeed fiber advance.
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tie incremental expense. There will still
be aneed to deploy additional line extenders at 750 MHz spacing, however, a
normal 270/300 MHz to 550 MHz upgrade already requires significant line
extender rearrangement.
Future services. The variable FITT
architecture allows the cable operator to
divide his franchise area into pockets of
subscribers, each served by an AM fiber
node. This footprint and its extended
bandwidth capability position the cable system to provide not only HDTV
and increased entertainment programming, but personal communication services (PCS), alternate access and
switched video services are all compatible with the FSA-variable FITT architecture.

501-568-1995
Fax 501-568-1994

FSA-variable FITT provides the cable
operator with the economic value of an
upgrade with the subscriber service benefits of a550 MHz rebuild. The architecture allows the local system to meet
its objectives of expanded bandwidth,
higher network reliability, and enhanced end-of-line picture quality, while
saving the existing coax and the labor to
install it. CED
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Bob Gruenstern, Engineering
Manager for Johnson Controls

Bob Gruenstem, Engineering Manager at
Johnson Controls Specialty Battery Division,
makers of the Dynas:y gel batteries.
"Cable is one of the toughest battery applications there is. The environmental conditions, lengthy stand times, and the maintenance challenge — these make cable a
tough pace for batteries"
Sunni McCormick, Director of Engineering
for Alpha Technologies:
"Which is why we have selected the Dynasty
gel battery for our cable powering designs
br years. The maintenance-free gelled electrolyte design and the exceptional service life
have made it the incustry's clear choice."
Gruenstem:
"Alpha's standby power technology is a
perfect match with our Dynasty gel batteries: your temperature-compensated charging system realty contributes to optimizing
service life in the toughest temperature enviTonments. Alpha's loat service concept is

MIHNSON
CONTRuLS

Sunny McCormick, Director of
Engineering for Alpha Technologies

another good example of using the right technology for the application."
McCormick:
"It's more than technology, though. We
specify that Dynasty gel batteries are delivered
to our customers directly from fresh production
stock. This again increases service life: you
don't receive abattery that's beer sitting in a
warehouse for months or longer."
Gruenstem:
"Your single-source approach makes sense,
too. When you supply batteries and power
supplies as asystem, with technical support for
the whole package, you provide peace of
mind. This way your customer knows where to
go for help when he needs it."
Yes, reliability in standby powering is ateam
effort. !ohnson Controls and Alpha Technologies provide the technology, the quality and
the reliability cable systems need for the best in
power protection. Put this team on your team.
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Alpha Technolog;es
US 3767 Alpha Way, Bellingham, WA 98226 Tel: (206) 647-2360 FAX: (206) 671-4936
Canada 5700 Sidle)/ Street, Burnaby, B.C. V5J 5E5 Tel: (604) 430-1476 FAX: (604) 430-8908
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CLASSIFIEDS

ENGINEERING/DESIGN/CONSTRUCTION
p;TEIAtit

4

COCHRAN
COMMUNICATIONS

State Wide C.A.T.V. Inc.

CONSTRUCTION

UNDERGROUND & AERIAL CONSTRUCTION,
FIBER OPTICS, INSTALLATIONS, AUDITS, CLI
36-630 CATHEDRAL CANYON. DR.
CATHEDRAL CITY, CA 92234
LIC. #478543 (619) 328-6778

FCC PROOF OF PERFORMANCE TESTING
FIBER OPTIC DESIGN &
ACTIVATION
HEADEND OPTIMIZATION
COMPLETE SYSTEM AUDITS
TSB -

CORPORATE OFFICE
(605) 665-1393
FAX (605) 665-1708

AUTOCAD CUSTOMIZED CATV MENU
& SYMBOLS LIBRARY
CAD DRAFTING & DESIGN
STRAND MAP & AS BUILT
MAP DIGITIZATION & REVISIONS
(800) 292-0126

FIELD OFFICE
(708) 541-3993

Quality Workmanship is NOT Hard to Find!

c.A:rm

466 County Road 75, Mechanicville, NY 12118
Telephone 518-664-5970
Fax 518-664-9723

Specializing in Fiber Optics
Aerial and Underground CATV Construction
Michael Wallace, Vice President

tee G visioNs
"COMMUNICATION YOU CAN SEE"
•C.A.D. Drafting Service
•Project Cost Analysis
10102 Hwy. 105 W.
Montgomery, TX
77356

•Engineering
•Construction

David Christy
409-588-2099

519 E. Center
Sikeston, MO
63801

New Construction •Installs •Balancing •Splicing

We Provide Value Engineering Services At Its Best...
•System As Builts and Strand Mapping
•FCC Testing, Certification, Sweeping and CLI
•CAD Services, Fiber/Coax Design
•On-Site Project and Engineering Management
•Quality Service Since 1985 with our In-House Staff

Call us at 1800 779 2074 with your needs.

%timer Technical Services, inc.
Value Engineering

(Formerly known as Comm-Net Communications, Inc.)

6280 Senior Circle, Douglasville, Georgia 30134

MILLER CABLE INSTALLATIONS
Aerial & Underground Installations
Drop Swings /Replacements
MDU Pre and Post wire
System Audits, Splicing, Trap Changes
Courteous Uniformed Installers
CRAIG MILLER
Fax/Phone (205) 826-3058

2770 Sandhill Rd.
Auburn, AL 36830

Nationally 800-742-5485
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Cable Construction, Inc.
Performance Built Our Company
Specializing in Rebuilds & Fiber Optic Installation
P.O. Box 903
Gulf Breeze, FL 32562

Harold Bigham
(904) 932-6869

CHARLES E. KIRTLEY

WM.
'
-••

DIRECTOR OF MARKETING
AND NEW DEVELOPMENT

EXCALIBUR CABLE

"THE CUTTING EDGE OF PERFORMANCE'

ALL INSTALLATION SERVICES -UNDERGROUND/AERIAL CONSTRUCTION
MDU PRE/POSTWIRES -REBUILDS -AUDITS -CONVERTER EXCHANGES
A.T.T. CEFMRED FIBER SeEmusrs -DESIGN -ENGINEERING -LAN -PHONE

1-800-462-3811

NATIONWIDE

1-703-478-8818

FAX

ANY CABLE, ANYWHERE, ANYTIME

CLASSIFIEDS

ENGINEERING/DESIGN /CONSTRUCTION

EQUIPMENT REPAIR

dB-tronics-

MIDWEST CABLE SERVICES

For Your Equipment Needs
AFFORDABLE, QUALITY REPAIRS:
VVe Are THE SA Addressable
Converter Repair Experts'
8500's, 8550's, 8580's

WE BUY & SELL EQUIPMENT:
SA PP 450MHz LE's
$109.00
SA FF 450MHz TA's
$299.00

— NATIONWIDE BUYERS —
CATY SCRAP CABLE AND USED UNE DEAR
P.O. Box 96

SA PP 400MHz BRDGR
8556-005 Scramblers

Hurry, Limited Quantity Available

(219) 892-5537

Argos, IN. 46501

$90.00
Call

FAX(219) 892-5624

FREE REPAIRS?

I

Repair Credits Given For
Your Excess Equipment!

Call (303) 393-7449
to reserve
THIS SPACE.

CONVERTER SERVICE
-FREE repair for new customers
-FREE pick up/delivery depending on
quantity and geographic area
•FLAT-RATE billing
•We buy used converters
•We sell refurbished converters

Vision Electronics, Ltd.
Albany, NY
Quality Jerrold Addressable
Converter Repair
Flat Rate

III

ANNE'S CABLE TV INC.
917 Hillerest Ave., Stuart,

FL 34994

407-220-6841

(518) 462-6392

967ZS alowai qm 901.-E-xdo pone

FOR OTHER SPECIALS CALL:
SALES
404-992-6730 •614-885-1520
CUSTOMER SERVICE
Phone: 1-803-356-2730 •FAX 1-803-439-7518

get converted!

121

LEE ENTERPRISE

623 411, STREET •BOX 590 •DESHLER. NEBRASKA 68340
FAX (402) 365-7228
(1100) 551-0096
(402) 365-7520
We specialize in spectrum analyzers, meter repairs, and
calibrations, headend, line equiplment, channelcue
audio, video switcher repairs. We are your complete one
stop CAN repair facility.

IN THE NEWS
Continued from page 65
U.K. marketing strategists Barclay
Dutson Associates, cable TV law
experts Mintz, Levin, Cohn, Ferris,
Glovsky and Popeo, P.C. and
Survey Research Singapore.
Professor Eddie Kuo, head of the
National University of Singapore
Mass Communication Department
will also assist the study team.
SBC and Singapore Telecom have
initiated the joint study as multichannel cable TV has grown in popularity
worldwide and is expected to have
significant impact on the future
development of broadcasting and
telecommunications in Singapore,
officials said.
Thomson selects encoding system
Thomson Consumer Electronics
has selected Compression Labs Inc.
to develop and manufacture a compressed digital video encoding system

for the Hughes Communications
high-powered U.S. direct broadcast
satellite system.
The agreement with Thomson calls
for up to $5 million in development
funding and encoding systems purchases through 1993, CLI officials
say.

'Ilie highpowettd DI3S satellite will be bunt
by Hues and will carry programming dianhelsofferedhYhothHugheeDineVaervice and

Hubbard Broadcasting's U.S. satellite

BffedaasthlgsubsdarY

The encoding system includes computer
algorithms designed by Sarnoff
Research Center and developed by
Thomson, and will be based on the Motion
Pictures Experts Group (MPEG) standard
MPEG is astandard of the International
Standards Organization and is based on discrete cosine transform technology.

Rep agreements
AM Communications has announced
its appointment of two new sales represen-

tative companies. In the states of Colo.,
Kan., Neb., N.M., Utah and Wyo., AM will
be represented by Mega Hertz Sales,
based out of Englewood, Colo.
In the states of Ala., Fla., Ga., Miss.,
N.C., S.C., Tenn, and the Canibbean, AM
will be represented by John Weeks
Enterprises.
The two companies will represent AM's
family of cable system performance monitors for automated FCC proof testing, as
well as the company's addressable taps for
remote subscriber signal control. For more
information, call AM officials at (800) 2489004.
Trilogy, Sumitomo ink deal
Trilogy Communications Inc. will
represent Sumitomo Electric Fiber
Optics Corp.'s fiber products and related
equipment, the two companies said
recently. Also, Trilogy's staff will assist in
design and quotations whenever fiber-tofeeder projects are desired.CED
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MY VIEW
Transmission Committee, on technical
performance objectives for video facilities
leased by the major television networks
from the Bell System. The report defines the transmission parameters, test
signals, measuring methods, and performance objectives that should be used
when checking the performance of these
facilities." [Emphasis added]
The NTC-7 Engineering Report is reproduced in its entirety in NCTA Recommended Practices for Measurements
on Cable TV Systems. It covers 18 kinds
of noise and waveform distortion, including:
•field-time, line-time, and short-time
waveform distortion
• chrominance non-linear gain and
phase distortion
•dynamic gain distortions
•differential phase and gain
• chrominance-tó-luminance intermodulation
• random, impulsive, periodic, and
In "My View"; CED, June, 1992, I crosstalk noise
suggested that television broadcast quality is defined more by voluntary industry standards than by the tenuous provisions of Part 73 of the FCC Rules and
Regulations. Report No. 7 of the NetA modern, wellwork Transmission Committee, better
known as NTC-7, is one of those.
maintained cable TV
Many old-time broadcast station operators recall experiencing noisy or distorted audio on radio network feeds in
headend should be
the 1930s and 1940s; and snowy,
streaked, or smeared pictures on video
able to boast of
feeds in the 1950s and 1960s.
Calling the Bell System toll desk to re"broadcast quality."
port the problem was likely to evoke
the remark that: "it left here OK; must
be west of Chicago!" The fault was always somewhere else.
Definitions in NTC-7 are tinambigu-

NTC-7

The network transmission committee
By early 1970s, it became apparent
that finger-pointing was not getting
anywhere. Moreover, picture faults
needed to be defined in terms that could
be measured objectively.
To this end, engineers from ABC,
CBS, NEC, the Public Broadcasting Service, and AT&T formed the Network
Transmission Committee (NTC). Its Engineering Report, dated June 1975, Revised January 1976,
"...constitutes an understanding between technical representatives of the
•
major television networks and the Bell
System, acting through the Network
By Archer S. Taylor, Senior Vice,
President, Engineering, MalarkeyTaylor Associates, Inc. '

ous, and measurements are strictly objective. It does not pretend to be atextbook on the causes and cures for these
signal defects. You will find that sort of
information elsewhere, as in the NAB
Handbook, Blair Benson's Television
Engineering Handbook, and scores of
papers published in IEEE and SMPTE
journals.
It is important for cable operators
and regulators alike to recognize and understand that the NTC-7 Report was
designed solely to enable the network afhliate engineer to describe, accurately
and precisely, any faults observed in
the video signal transmitted by the Bell
System (now AT&T).
NTC-7 performance objectives
NTC-7 is not designed, nor was it in-
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tended to define subjective "picture quality". Rather it describes how closely the
network and Bell System engineers believe they can realistically expect to
come, under actual operating conditions, to perfect reproduction of the ideal television signal waveforms.
No attention whatsoever is paid in
NTC-7 to the subjective impact on viewers of deviations from the ideal TV waveform.
Of course, the engineers were well
aware that their ultimate goal is delivering to viewers satisfactory quality
broadcast picture signals.
But they also know that network
transmission has to be near perfect in
order to allow for cumulative degradation in the broadcast transmission facilities, the propagation path, the TV
receiver and its antenna, and possibly
even in the cable TV network.
NTC-7 performance objectives cannot properly or fairly be used to judge
the overall performance of acable TV
network; nor, for that matter, of aTV
broadcast signal received over the air on
aconventional TV set. Actually, NTC-7
applies only to baseband video signals.
To test accurately the performance
of video modulated RF or IF carriers
requires the use of an appropriate demodulator, which should have several
times better performance than the system under test. That could mean aquality, Rohde and Schwartz, Tektronix or
Hewlett Packard precision instrument.
Modern modulators capable
However, Ihave found that modern
cable TV modulators are capable of compliance with NTC-7 performance objectives, or nearly so, even when using a
CATV quality test demodulator.
Thus, if the signals received by satellite are themselves of NTC-7 quality,
or better, amodern well maintained cable TV headend should be able to boast
of "broadcast quality" at least at the
headend.
Neither television broadcasters nor
cable TV operators are yet able to deliver
NTC-7 baseband signal quality to the
public.
HDTV will soon be able to deliver,
over the air, by cable TV and VTR, even
better quality TV pictures than could be
displayed on an NTSC video monitor
using NTC-7 quality signals.
Nevertheless, the notion that NTC-7
performance objectives might appropriately be applied at the cable TV subscriber terminal must be quickly and decisively torpedoed. CED
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